
CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

The data of the study are both grammatical and ungrammatical sentences 

created by those children. As stated in the previous chapter that from an hour 

observation of each chil4 the writer found 24 grammatical sentences and 4 

ungrammatical sentences made by the child of four years old (child A), 33 

grammatical sentences and 4 ungrammatical sentences made by the child of five 

years old ( child 8), 28 grammatical sentences and 5 ungrammatical sentences 

made by the child of six years old ( child C). Those sentences are analyzed by 

labelled tree diagram in the next part of this chapter. 

ID.I. The Presentation and Analysis of Elementary Transformations of 

Indonesian Sentences Made by the Children of Four, Five, and Six 

Years Old 

111.1.1. The Presentation and Analysis of Elementary Transformations of 

Indonesian Sentences Made by the Child of Four Years Old 

rn.1.1.1. The Presentation and Analysis of Elementary Transformations of 

Indonesian Sentences Made by the Child of Four Years Old 

m.1.1.1.1. The Indonesian Grammatical Sentences Made by the Child of 

Four Years Old 

1. Jagoannya ini jadi penjahat. 

2. Eyang Ti tidak nonton. 

3. Aku nyonto saja. 

4. Di mana penghapusku disimpan? 

5. Ini sudah sampai 10. 
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6. Lihat itu! 

7. Perutku tidak gendut. 

8. Ini jualanku. 

9. Akujadi tidak kelihatan. 

10. Duduk sana! 

11. Bagusnya tulisanku. 

12. Belikanjajan! 

13. Aku tidak tahu. 

14. Uangku di mana? 

15. Aku mau mencari uangnya. 

16. Bukunya mana? 

17. Hurufnya panjang seperti kereta api. 

18. Aku tadi cuci sendoknya dan piringnyajuga. 

19. Aku tadi minum susu. 

20. Kapan teman Bos Tata datang? 

21. Bos Tata bangun, aku juga. 

22. Bos Tata menulis apa? 

23. Ambil tempat pensilku itu! 

24. Kak Hanif ini di situ duduk. 

m.1.1.1.2. The Ungrammatical Sentences Made by the Child of Four Years 

Old 

1. Kasihan kalau tidak nonton. 

2. Tidak sampai salah. 

3. Nempel boleh hurufnya? 

4. Bos Tata bilang. 
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m.t.1.2. The Analysis of Elementary Transformations of Indonesian 

Sentences Made by the Child of Four Years Old 

ID.1.1.2.1. The Indonesian Grammatical Sentences made by the Child of 

Four Years Old 

1. Jagoannya ini jadi penjahat. 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence. It is not operated by elementary 

transformational process. Therefore, the deep and surface structures of the 

sentences are the same. 

s ------NP --------N det 

I I 
Jagoannya ini 

2. Eyang Ti tidak nonton. 

VP --------v NP 

I r 
jadi pcnjahat 

The sentence is a negative one in which its deep structure 'Eyang Ti nonton' 

is changed into the surface structure 'Eyang Ti tidak nonton' by adjunction 

elementary. 

, The deep structure is: 

The hypothetical constituent 'NEG' informs that this sentence has negative 

interpretation by adding the constituent 'tidak' between the constituents 

'Eyang Ti' and 'nonton'. 
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, The surfocc structure is: 

s ------NP VP 

L ~v 
I I I 

Eyang Ti tidak nonton 

3. Aku nyonto saja. 

The deep and surface structures of the sentence are the same. There is no 

elementary transformational process that operates on it. 

4. Di mana penghapusku disimpan? 

VP --------v ad\' 
I I 

nyooto saja 

The deep structure of the sentence is • Seseorang menyimpan penghapusku. • 

The hypothetical constituent ·QUE' specifies that the sentence is a question 

semanticalJy and provides a structure upon which the interrogative 

transfonnation is defined and can apply. By adding the constituent •di mana' , 

the interrogative sentence is fonned, so as to generate the structure 

diagrammed below: 

s ____,___ 
ad\" NP VP 

I _...--_ 
N V NP 

I I . ~ 
. I 

01 mana scscorang menyimpnn pcnghapusku 

= 
s 
T -PASS ad\" NP VP 
I .,..........-.. 
N V NP 

I I r 
Di muna scseorang mcnyimpan pcngbapusku 
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By the application of passive transformation, this interrogative sentence is 

transformed into passive one. The constituents 'penghapusku' and 'seseorang' 

are interchanged. The adverb "oleh' is added to the left of 'seseorang' and the 

prefix ·me-· is substituted by ·di-'. Then, the constituents ·oteh' and 

'seseorang' are deleted from the structure. 

5. lni sudah sampai 10. 

There is no elemen1ary transformational process that operates on the 

sentence. The deep and surface structures of the sentence are the same as 

diagrammed below: 

Ini sudab 

6. Lihat itu! 

V 

I 
sampai 

NP 
I 

N 
l 

JO 

The imperative sentence is derived from a deep structure 'Kamu lihat itu' that 

is diagrammed as follows: 

s 
;=r 

IMP NP 

' 
r 

Kamu 

V 

I 
lihat 

-
NP 
I 
N 
I 
itu 
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The application of 'IMP' represents the information that this sentence has 

imperative interpretation. It permits the deletion of constituent 'kamu' from 

the deep structure. 

V 

I 
0 lihat 

7. Perutku tidak gendut. 

NP 

L 
I 
itu 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is the 

same as the sentence 2, that is adjunction elementary. 

~ The deep structure is ·Pcrutku gcndut •. 

s --=----NEG NP AP 
I I 
N adj 
I I 

Pcrutku gcndut 

8. lni jualanku. 

The surface structure is ·Pcrutl..-u tidak gendut'. 

s ------NP AP 

I ------N ad,· adj 
I I I 

Pcrutku tidak gcndut 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence . The deep and surface structures of the 

sentence are the same since there is no elementary transformational process 

that operates on it. 

s --------NP 
I 
N 
I 
Ini 

NP 
I 
N 

julanku 
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9. Aku jadi tidak kelihatan. 

The sentence is derived from the deep structure • Aku jadi kelihatan'. [t is 

transformed into the surface structure 'Akujadi tidak kelihatan' by adding the 

constituent 'tidak.' as the same as the sentences 2 and 7. 

)- The deep structure is : 

s 
__.-r---.__ 

NEG NP VP 
I~ 
N V V 
I I I 

Aku jadi kelihatan 

10. Duduk sana! 

The surface structure is : 

NP 
I 
N 

I 
Aku 

VP 
~ 
V VP' 

I IIJJ.~ 
I I 

jadi tidak kelibatan 

The elementary transformational process that operates on this sentence is the 

same as that of the sentence 6, that is deletion elementary. The deep structure 

of the sentence is transformed into the surface structure by removing the 

constituent 'kamu' from the deep structure as diagrammed below: 

j,,, The deep stnicture is 'Kamu duduk sana'. 

s 
_.--r----_ 

IMP NP VP 
I ~ 
N V ndv 

I I f 
Kamu duduk sana 

J 1. Bagusnya tulisanku. 

The surface structure is 'Duduk sana!' 

s -------NP VP 

I -------N V adv 
I I I 
8 duduk sana 

The sentence is formed by permutation and adjunction elementaries. The 

deep structure 'Tulisanku bagus' is transformed into the surface structure 

'Bagusnya tulisanku' by changing the position of the constituents 'tulisanku' 

and 'bagus' to each other and adding the suffix '-nya' to 'bagus' to make an 

exclamation sentence. 
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:,. The deep structure is : 

s --------NP AP 
I I r ndj 

I 
Tulisanku bagus 

I 2. Belikan jajan! 
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The surface structure is : 

s 

--------AP NP 
I I 
ndj N 

I .I--'· bagusnya tuhsuw.u 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is 

deletion elementary, the same as that of the sentences 6 and 10. The 

constituent 'kamu' is removed from the deep structure 'Kamu belikan jajan' 

that generates the surface structure 'Belikanjajan!' 

;. The deep structure is : 

s 
~ 

IMP NP 
I 
N 

I 
Kamu 

13. Aku tidak tahu. 

VP 

-------v NP 

I 
bclikan 

I 
N 

. J 
JaJan 

The surface structure is : 

s --------NP 
I 
N 

I 
0 

VP --------v NP 

I ~ 
belikan jajan 

The sentence is operated by the elementary transformational process as the 

same as that of the sentences 2 and 7, that is adjunction elementary. 

,. The dcq1 structure is 'Al-u tahu'. The surface structure is 'Aku tidak tahu'. 

~ ~ 
NEG NP VP NP VP 

I I I -------N V N ad\' V 
I I I I I 

Aku tnhu Aku tidak tahu 

14. Uangku di mana? 

The deep structure of the sentence 1s 'Uangku di (suatu tempat) that is 

diagrammed below : 
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QUE NP 
I 

pp ------r 'r 
Uangku di 

N 
I 

(suatutempat) 
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The application of substitution elementary by replacing the constituents 'di' 

and 'suatu tempat' with a question word 'di mana' and permutation 

elementary by moving the constituent 'di mana' after the constituent 

'uangku' generates the surface structure as follows : 

s --------NP PP 

i prep~ 

I 
U1111gku Ji m!na 

15. Aku mau mencari uangnya. 

16. 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence in which there is no elementary 

transformation that operates on it. The deep and surface structures are the 

same. 

s -- T -NP IJU."I( VP 
I ------N V NP 

I I I 
N 
I 

Aku mau mcncari uangnya 

Bukunya mana? 

The sentence is operated by the same elementary transformational process as 

the sentence 14. The deep structure of the sentence is 'Bukunya ini (itu)' as 

diagrammed below : 

~ 

QUE NP 
I 
N 
I 

Bukunya 

,s 

VP 
I 

adv 
I 

ini (itu) 
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The deep structure of the sentence is transformed into an interrogative 

sentence by replacing the constituent 'ini' with ·mana' and moving the 

constituent 'mana' after the constituent 'bukunya', generates the surface 

structure as follows : 

s ------NP ad,·.P 
I I 
N adv 
I 

Bukunya 

17. Hurufnya panjang seperti kereta api. 

I 
mana 

The sentence is fonned by two sentences whose deep structures are 

'Hurufnya panjang' and 'Hurufnya seperti kereta api' 

s s -------- -------NP AP NP VP 
I I I ------N adj N V NP 
I I 

I I 
............... 

Hurulitya panjang N N 
I I 

Hurufnya scperti kcreta api 

These two deep structures are combined by omitting the constituent 

'hurufnya' from the second deep structure in order to form the surface 

structure as follows : 

AP 
I 

adj 
I ,l l i 

Hurufnya panjang scpctti kcrcla api 
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18. Alru tadi mencuci sendoknya dan piringnya juga. 

The deep structures 'Aku mencuci sendoknya tadi' and 'Aku mencuci 

piringnya juga' are combined into 'Aku mencuci sendoknya tadi dan 

piringnya juga •. 

s ------NP VP 
I -----,-..__ 
N V NP adv 

J. mL.l~ l 

s ------NP 
I 
N 

I 
Ako 

VP _____,---__ 
V NP adv P 

I I /'... 
N adv adv 

I I I 
mencuci piringnya ladi juga 

The constituents 'aku', 'mencuci' and 'tadi' of the second deep astructure are 

deleted and the constituent 'dan' as a conjunction is added to the deep 

structure. Finally, the surface structure 'Aku tadi mencuci sendoknya dan 

piringnyajuga• is generated by moving the constituent 'tadi' to the left of the 

constituent 'mencuci'. 

NP 
I 
N V 

I I 
VP 

NP 
~ 

N adv conj N 
I I I I 

adv 

I 
Aku mencuci sendoknya tadi dan piringnya juga 

19. Aku tadi minum susu. 

NP 
I 

N adv V 

I I I 
VP 

NP 
__.---r--_ 
N conj N 
I I I 

adv 

I 
Ak-u tadi mencuci sendoknya dnn piriognya juga 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is 

permutation elementary. The deep structure 'Aku minum susu tadi' is 

transfonned into the surface structure 'Aku tadi minum susu' by moving the 

position of 'tadi' to the left of 'minum'. 
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> The deep structure is: The surface structure is: 

s s ------- -------NP VP NP VP 
I ----.--_ I ~ 
N V NP adv N adv V NP 

L ~L l J I i 
Aku tadi minum susu 

20. Kapan teman Bos Tatadatang? 

The deep structure of the sentence 'Teman Bos Tata datang• is transformed 

into the surface structure 'Kapan teman Bos Tata datang?' by adjwiction 

elementary. The hypothetical constituent 'QUE' of the deep structure implies 

that the sentence is interrogative semantically. It also permits the addition of a 

question word 'kapan' at the beginning of the sentence. 

» The deep structure is : 

N 
I 

N 
I 

V 
I 

Teman Bos Tata datllng 

21. Bos Tata bangun, aku juga. 

Tkc surface structure is : 

- f -
l' ~ rp 

N N V 
I I I 

Kapan tcman BosTata datang 

Two deep structures 'Bos Tata bangun' and 'Aku juga. bangun' are joined 

together to form the surface structure 'Bos Tata bangun, akujuga'. 

s ------NP VP 
I I 
N V 

I I 
Bos Tata bangun 

s -------NP VP 

I ------N V adv 
I I I 

aku bangun juga 

The elementary transformational process used in combining these two deep 

structures is deletion elementary. The constituent 'bangun' of the second deep 

structure is deleted. 
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22. Bos Tata menulis apa? 

NP 
I 
N 

Bos Tata 

s 

VP -------v s· ------NP 
I 
N 
I 

bangwi aku 

adv 

I 
juga 
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The sentence is an interrogative sentence that is formed by transforming the 

deep structure 'Bos Tata menulis sesuatu· into the swface structure 'Bos Tata 

menulis apa?' by replacing the constituent 'sesuatu' with 'apa'. The diagrams 

are as follow : 

> The deep structure is : 

s 
_....-r--_ 

QUE NP VP 

L ~ 

~L lml 
23. Ambit tempat pensilku itur 

The surface: structun: is : 

s -------NP VP 

L ~adv 

Bos~ata md,utis 
I 

apa 

The elementary transformational process that operates on this sentence is the 

same as that of sentences 6,10, and 12, that is deletion elementary. The deep 

structure of the sentence 'Kamu ambil tempat pensilku itu'is transformed into 

the surface structure 'Ambil tempat pensilku itu' by removing the constituent 

·kamu' from the deep structure as diagrammed below : 

> The deep structure is : The surface structure is : 

IMP NP VP NP VP 
I ------ I ------N V NP N V NP ----- .,,,,-.-_ 

NP• det NP' det 
.......-...... I ......-...... I N N N N 
I I I I 

Kamu ambil tempat pensilku itu 8 ambil tempat pensilku itu 
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24. Kak Hanifini di situ duduk. 

The deep structure of the sentence 'Kak Hanif ini duduk di situ· is 

transformed into the surface structure ·Kak Hanif ini di situ duduk · by 

pennutation elementary. The constituent ·kamu' is moving to the left of 

'duduk'. 

)I, The deep sttucwrc is : The surface slructurc is : 

s s ------- ------NP VP NP VP ___............ ...--........ _....-...... -----N dct V pp N dct pp V 

I I I ............... I I ~ I prep adv prep ad\' 
I I I I 

Kak Hanif ini dudul. di situ Kak Hanif ini di situ duduk 

IILI.1.2.2. The Indonesian Ungrammatical Sentences Made by the Child of 

Four Years Old 

I. Kasihan kalau tidak nonton . 

. This is ungrammatical sentence that is diagrammed as follows : 

s 
~ 

advP NP VP 

~,. ~~ 
~ Jiau 1e Jdak noJton 

There is no subject in it. The subject is deleted by deletion elementary, but the 

use of it is improper according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia. The subject of this 

sentence can't be deleted because it is a declarative / afirmative sentence. 

There must be at least a subject in the surface structure of this sentence . 

From the above labelled tree diagram, the use of adjunction elementary by 

adding the constituent 'tidak• is in proper way. There are two possibilities of 

the grammatical sentence that should be formed .. If the sentence is derived 
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from two deep structures that have the same subjects, one of the subjects is 

deleted. 

~ 
adv F ~ 

N comp S' ------NP VP Ir--......... 
N adv V 
I I I 

Kasihan scscorang kalau O tidak nonton 

If the sentence is derived from the deep structure that has two different 

subjects, the subjects can't be deleted. 

NP VP 
l /",...... 
N adv V 
I I I 

Kasihan scscorang(J) kalau scscorang(2) tidak nonton 

2. Tidak sampai salah. 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows : 

s 
~ 
NP adv VP 

i I ~j 
I I I 
8 tidak sampai salah 

The above diagram shows that the sentence is ungrammatical because the use 

of deletion elementary is improper according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia. The 

subject of this sentence can't be deleted because this is a declarative / 

affirmative sentence. The application of aqjunction elementary by adding the 

constituent ·ndak' is in the right way. The grammatical sentence should be: 
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3. Nempel boleh hurufuya? 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows : 

s ____,___ 
VP aux NP 
I I I 
V N 
I I 

Nempel boleh hurufnya 

The above diagram shows that the sentence is ungrammatical because of 

wrong position of verb 'nempel • at the beginning of a question sentence. 

The permutation elementary is operated improperly on this sentence by 

moving the constituent 'nempel' at the beginning of this sentence. The 

grammatical sentence should be : 

4. Bos Tata bilang. 

----t---_ 

r 
Bolch 

NP 
I 

V N 
I I 

nempel burufuya 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows : 

NP VP 

I -------N V 

I I 
NP 
I 
N 
I 

Bos Tata biJang 8 
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The sentence is ungrammatical because there is no object that must follow the 

transitive verb 'bilang'. The use of deletion elementary in the sentence is 

improper according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia . The grammatical sentence 

should be as follows : 

NP VP 
I --------N V NP 

I I 
I 
N 
I 

Bos Tala bi)ang sesuatu 

From the above analysis of elementary transfonnations of the Indonesian 

sentences made by the child of four years old (child A), it is noted that basically, 

he is able to use the four elementary transformations, that are deletion, 

substitution, adjunction, and pennutation elementaries. He is not only capable of 

using an elementary transfonnation in a sentence, but also of using more than one 

elementary transformation as a combination of them in a sentence. 

Both the Indonesian grammatical and ungrammatical sentences made by 

the child A indicate that fundamentally, he recognizes and grasps the elementary 

transfonnations of his language. The Indonesian grammatical sentences (24 

sentences) infonn that he can use elementary transfonnations of his language 

properly. On the other hand, his Indonesian ungrammatical sentences (4 

sentences) indicates that he also uses the elementary transfonnations of his 

language improperly. 

The Indonesian grammatical sentences that are created by the child A by 

the process of elementary transformations arc various. Depending on the number 

of clauses, he is able to use elementary transformations in simple (most of them) 
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and compound sentences ( I 7. I 8,2 I). I Jc can use elementary transformations 

properly in positive (JJ,17,18,19,21,24), negative (2,7,9,13), interrogative 

( 14.16,20,22), imperative (6, 10, 12,23 ), and paor.sive interrogative sentence ( 4) 

based on the function of sentences. The types of sentences that arc produced 

depending on the 'types of predicates are verbal (NP VP) 

(2,4,6,9,10,12,13,17,l8,19,20,21,22,23,24), adjectival (NP AP) (7,11). and 

prepositional (NP PP) sentences (14, 16). In addition to those various sentences, he 

also produces 5 SAAD sentences (1,3,5,8,15). 

The Indonesian ungrammatical sentences that are made by the child A by 

the process of elementary transformations are also various. The types of sentences 

depending on the number of clauses are simple (2,3,4) and complex sentences ( 1 ). 

He makes positive (4) and negative sentences (1,2,3) based on the function of 

sentences. Depending on the 'type of predicates, he generates verbal (NP VP) 

( 1,3,4) and adjectival sentences (2). 

Regarding the use of elementary transfonnations and combinationsm of 

them, the child A uses some variarions in each type of sentences. The 

grammatical simple sentences are created by ( I )deletion, (2)adjunction, (3) 

permutation, ( 4 )substitution, ( 5)substitutio11, pemmtation, ( 6)pen11utation, 

adjunction, and (7)adjunction, subtitution, deletion. The grammatical compound 

arc created by (1) deletion and (2)adjunction, deletion, pcnnutation. The 

grammatical positive sentences are created by ( I )permutation, (2)dclction, and 

(3)adjunction, deletion, pennutation. The grammatical negative sentences are 

created by adjunction. The grammatical interrogative sentences are created hy 

( I )substitution, pcnnutation, (2)adjunction, and (3)substitution. The grammatical 
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imperative sentences are created by deletion. The passive interrogative sentence is 

created by adjunction, pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion.The 

grammatical verbal sentences (NP VP) are created by (1 )deletion, (2)adjunction, 

(3)permutation, (4)deletion, adjunction, permutation, and (5)adjunction, 

permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion. The grammatical adjectival 

sentences (NP AP) are created by ( I )adjunction, and (2)pennutation, adj unction. 

The grammatical prepositional sentences (NP PP) are created by substitution and 

permutation. 

The child A creates ungrammatical simple sentences by ( l )deletion and 

(2)permutation. He creates an ungrammatical complex sentence by deletion. The 

ungrammatical positive sentence is created by deletion. The ungrammatical 

negative sentences are created by deletion and the ungrammatical interrogative 

sentence is created by permutation. The ungrammatical verbal sentences are 

operated by ( l )deletion and (2)permutation and the ungrammatical adjectival 

sentence is created by deletion. 

Shortly, the use of elementary transformations of the grammatical 

Indonesian sentences made by the child A are as fo1low : 

1. No Elementary Transformation. 

2. Adjunction Elementary. 

3. No Elementary Transformation. 

4. Adjunction, Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

5. No Elementary Transformation. 

6. Deletion Elementary. 

7. Adjunction Elementary. 
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8. No Elementary Transformation. 

9. Adjunction Elementary 

10. Deletion Elementary. 

11. Adjunction, Permutation Elementaries. 

12. Deletion Elementary. 

13. Adjunction Elementary. 

14. Substitution, Permutation Elementaries. 

15. No Elementary Transformation. 

16. Substitution, Permutation Elementaries. 

17. Deletion Elementary. 

18. Deletion, Adjunction, Permutation Elementaries. 

19. Permutation Elementary. 

20. Adjunction Elementary. 

21. Deletion Elementary. 

22. Substitution Elementary. 

23. Deletion Elementary. 

24. Permutation Elementary. 

The use of improper elementary transformations of Indonesian 

ungrammatical sentences made by the child A are as follow : 

1. Deletion Elementary. 

2. Deletion Elementary. 

3. Permutation Elementary. 

4. Deletion Elementary. 
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111.1.2. The Presentation and Analysis of Elementary Transformations of 

Indonesian Sentences Made by the Child of Five Years Old 

111.1.1.1. The Presentation of Elementary Transformations of Indonesian 

Sentences Made by the Child of Five Years Old 

III.1.2.1.1. The Indonesian Grammatical Sentences Made by the Child of 

Five Years Old 

I. Binatang-binatang ayo dinaikkan! 

2. Kandangnya ada di belakang. 

3. Ini tidak bisa diatur. 

4. Ayam yang merahjatuh. 

5. Semua tenggelam. 

6. Kapalnya dibawa helikopter. 

7. Kapal penolongnya datang. 

8. lni tidak cukup. 

9. Mengapa truknya tidak dipasang? 

IO. Truk yang merah rusak. 

t I. Tolong ini dipasang! 

12. Aku tidak bisa. 

13. Truknya dipasang di sini. 

14. Lihat kueku! 

15. Naik ke atas! 

16. Kuenya tidak bisa dimakan. 

17. Ambilkan air itu! 

18. Di mana sumpitnya tadi ditaruh? 
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19. Anak tante ada berapa? 

20. Aku tidak pernah tahu. 

21. Pakai cidhuk ! 

22. Tante Utami nanti pulangjam berapa? 

23. Aku tahu Tante lta. 

24. Datang ke sini! 

2S. Aku tidak mencet. 

26. Pinjam pensil itu! 

27. Ayo ambil itu! 

28. Buatkan aku masjid! 

29. Aku menggambar TK. 

30. Ayo main HT! 

31. Cepat-cepat ganti baju! 

32. Tante di rumah sendiri? 

33. Rumah ini gambarnya papaku. 

46 

Ill.1.2.1.2. The Indonesian Ungrammatical Sentences made by the Child of 

Five Years Old 

I. lni pesawat langsung dinaikkan. 

2. Bagaimana kalau untuk memasang? 

3. Aku akan ambil yang putih dan kuning. 

4. Dikasih kanji. 
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111.1.2.2. The Analysis of Elementary Transformations of Indonesian 

Sentences Made by the Child of Five Years Old 

111.1.2.2.1. The Indonesian Grammatical Sentences Made by the Child of 

Five Years Old 

I. Binatang-binatang ayo dinaikkan! 

This sentence is derived from a deep structure 'Kamu menaikkan binatang

binatang•. 

s - 7 
IMP NJ> 

k V 

lJ_ r 
binalang-binatang 

The hypothetical imperative implies that the sentence has imperative 

interpretation by adding a constituent ·ayo·. 

NP VP 

I -------N V NP 

I I r 
Ayo lalmu menaikkan binatang-binatang 

s 
;;>I 

PASS adv NP VP 
I ~ 
N V NP 

I I r 
Aro kamu mena.ikbn biruitang

binatang 

Other elementary transfonnatiooal processes are applied to fonn an 

imperative sentence. The hypothetical constituent ·PASS' indicates that the 

sentence has passive interpretation. The constituents ·binatang-binatang' and 

'kamu' are interchanged. The adverb 'oleh' is introduced to the left of 

constituents 'kamu'. In addition, the prefix 'me-' is substituted by 'di-'. Then, 

constituents 'oleh' and 'seseorang' are deleted from the structure. By 

permutation elementary, the constituent 'ayo' is moved between the 
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constituents 'binatang'-binatang' and 'dinaikkan' that fonns the surface 

structure as diagrammed below: 

s ------NP VP 

I ------N adv V 
I I I 

Binatang-binatang 11yo dinaikkan 

2. Kandangnya ada di belakang. 

3. 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence. The deep and surface structures of the 

sentence are the same since there is no elementary transfonnational process 

that operates on it 

~ 
NP VP 
I -------N V PP ------pf 111v 

Kandangnya ada di bclakang 

Ini tidak bisa diatur. 

The sentence is formed by a deep structure • Seseorang bisa mengatur ini.' 

The application of the hypothetical constituent 'NEG' represents the 

information that this sentence has negative interpretation. The negation 

transformation converts the NEG constituent into 'tidak' and adds this word 

to the left of 'bisa', genera.ting the negative sentence: 

s s 
~ r - - ;;> <:.::. 

NEG NP aux VP NP adv aux VP 
I ............-.. I 

J l np N V NP N 

s~ I I I 
b Li f 

tiisa mengatur ini Sescorang 
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The application of the hypothetical constituent .. PASS' pcnnits some 

elementary transfonnational processes to be operated on the deep structure. 

The constituents 'seseorang' and 'ini' are interchanged. The adverb ·oJeh' is 

introduced to the left of 'bisa' and the prefix 'me-' is substituted by 'di-'. 

Fina11y, by the deletion of the constituents 'oleh' and 'seseorang', the surface 

structure is formed. 

s s 
~ i<::::: - ~ 

PASS NP adv oux VP NP ad,· aux VP 
I /'-.... 
N V NP 

slg_~J~,mt ~ I I t 
Ini tidak biso diatur 

4. Ayam yang merahjatuh. 

The surface structure of the sentence, that is 'Ayam yang merah jatuh' is 

derived from two deep structures 'Ayam jatuh' and 'Ayam itu berwama 

merah.' 

NP VP NP VP 
I I ~ _......-...._ 
N V N ;ndr V AP 
I I 

I 
I 

Ayom jatuh adj 
I 

Ayam itu bcmarna merah 

These two deep structures are combined by adjunction and deletion 

elementaries. The constituent 'yang' is added to the deep structure as a 

relative pronoun and the constituent 'ayam', 'itu', and 'berwarna' are deleted 

from the second deep structure that generate the surface structure as follows: 
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rel pron 

Ayam yang 

5. Semua tenggelam. 

AP 
I 

l 

50 

jat 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence. The deep and surface structures of this 

sentence are the same for there is no elementary transformational process that 

operates on it 

6. Kapalnya dibawa helikopter. 

s --------NP VP 
I I 
N V 
I I 

Semua tenggclam 

This passive sentence is derived from a deep structure 'Helikopter membawa 

kapalnya'. 

PASS 

s 
? 

NP 
I 
N 

I 
Hclikopter 

VP ------v NP 

I :N 
mcmbawa kapalnya 

The hypothetical constituent ·PASS' represents the information that this 

sentence has passive interpretation. The constituents 'kapalnya' and 

'helikopter' are interchanged. The adverb 'oleh' is added to this structure, and 

the prefix 'me-' is substituted by 'di-'. Then, the constituents 'oleh' and 
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'seseorang' are removed from the structure. The surface structure that is 

formed is as follows: 

s ------NP VP 

I -------N V NP 

I I ~ 
Kapalnya dibawa hcHkopter 

7. KapaJ penolongnya datang. 

There is no elementary transformational process that operates on this 

sentence. The deep and surface structures of this sentence are the same as 

follows: 

8. Ini tidak cukup. 

.---s---_ 
NP VP 

------ I 
N 
I 

N 
I 

V 
I 

Kapa! pcnolongnyo datang 

This negative sentence is formed by transforming the deep dtructure 'Ini 

cukup' into the surface structure 'Ini tidak cukup' through the process of 

adjunction elementary. The deep structure is added by constituent 'tidak'. 

, The deep stnK:ture is: The surface structure is : 

lni cmlmp Ini tidak cukup 

9. Mengapa truknya tidak dipasang? 

There are some elementary transformational processes that involved in 

forming this sentence. It is derived from a deep structure 'Seseorang 

memasang truknya'. 
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s -----.--_ 
NEG NP VP 

I r--
N V NP 

I I ~ 
Seseorang memasang truknya 
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The application of the hypothetical constituent 'NEG· informs that the deep 

structure is transformed into a negative sentence by adding the constituent 

'tidak'. 

___s.____ ----'---
NP VP QUE NP VP 
I ___,__ I ___,____ 
N adv V NP N adv V NP 

I 

I I I 
f 

N N 
I I 

Sescorang tidak memasang truknya Sescorang tidak memasang truknya 

The hypothetical constituent 'QUE' indicates that this negative sentence is 

also transformed into an interrogative sentence by adjunction elementary. The 

constituent 'mengapa' is added to the negative sentence as follows: 

s 
- ;::::a T 

PASS adv NP VP 

N 

t -----VP NP 
~ I 

acfv r N 
f 

mengapa seseonng tidak memasang truknya Mengapa sescarang tidak memasang truknya 

The hypothetical constituent 'PASS' permits some elementary 

transformational processes. The constituents ·seseorang' and 'truknya' are 

interchanged. The adverb 'oleh' is introduced and the prefix 'me-' is 

substituted by 'di-'. At last, by the deletion of 'seseorang' and 'oleh', the 

surface structure is formed: 
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I 0. Truk yang merah rusak. 

s 
.----r---

adv NP VP 

I I ...,-......, 
N adv V 

I . I I 
Meogapa truknya udak dipasang 
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The sentence IO is operated by some elementary transformational processes 

as the same as those of the sentence 4. The deep structures are 'Truk rusak' 

and 'Truk itu berwama merah'. 

V 

TIUk itu bcrwama 

AP 
I 

adj 
I 

mcrah 

These two deep structures are combined by adjwtction and deletion 

elementaries. The constituent 'yang' is added to the deep structure as a 

relative pronoun and the constituent 'truk', 'itu', and 'berwarna' are deleted 

from the second deep structure that generate the surface structure 'Truk yang 

merah rusak'. 

N S' __...-.._ 
rel pron 

Truk yang 

11. Tolong ini dipasang! 

AP 
I 

ad! 
mcrah 

r 
V 
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The surface structure is derived from a deep structure ·Kamu memasang ini'. 

The application of the hypothetical constituent 'IMP' represents that this 

sentence has imperative interpretation. It permits the addition of the 

constituent ·tolong' at the beginning of this sentence. 

s ----~,::-------
IMP NP VP 

I ~ 
N V NP 

I I r 
Kamu memasang 1D1 

s 
~ 

adv ¥P VP 
/'... 

N V NP 

Tohmg J .l.S. 
This imperative sentence is converted into passive sentence through some 

processes of elementary transformations. The position of 'ini' is changed into 

the position of 'kamu' and vice versa. The adverb 'oleh' is added and the 

prefix ·me-· is substituted by "di-'. Finally, by the deletion of the constituent 

'oleh' and 'kamu'. the surface structure is fonned as follows: 

- S_ 

;::.> ' --+---
PASS adv NP VP adv NP VP 

I /'... 

I 
I I 

N V NP N V 

I I 
I I I 

N Tolong ini dipasang 
I 

Tolong kamu mcmasang ini 

12. Alm tidak bisa 

The elementary transfonnational process that operates on this negative 

sentence is the same as of that sentence 8. The deep structure of the sentence 

• Aku bisa'is transformed into the surf.ace structure by adjunction elementary. 

), The deep structure is 'Aku bisa •. The surface structure is 'Aku lidak bisa • 

~ ~ 
r f-P rp adv r 
N ~ N 1 ad" 
I I I I ~ 
Aku bisa Aku bisa 
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13. Truknya ctipasang di sini 

This passive sentence is transformed from a deep structure 'Seseorang 

memasang truknya di sini' by some elementary transformational processes as 

the same as those of the sentence 6. 

PASS NP 
I 

VP ------N V 

Seseorang memasans 

NP -----N pp 

I r--
prep adv 

I I 
truknya di sini 

The permutation elementary is applied by the exchange of 'truknya' and' 

seseorang. The adjunction elementary is applied by adding the constituent 

'oleh' to the left of 'seseorang'. The prefix 'me-' is substituted by 'di·'. 

Finally, the deletion elementary is used by deleting the constituents 'oleh' and 

'seseorang' from the structure that results the surface structure as follows: 

14. Lihat kueku! 

s --------NP VP 

I ------N V PP 

I I prep~dv 
I . I 

Tmknya dipasang di smi 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is 

deletion elementary. The deep structure 'Kamu lihat kueku' is transformed 

into the surface structure 'Lihat kueku!' by omitting the constituent 'kamu' 

from the deep structure. 

> The deep structure is: The surface strucrure is: 
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---+--- __.L-_ 
IMP NP VP NP VP 

I _...--....._ I ------N V NP N V NP 

I I I 
N 
I I I 

I 
N 
I 

Kamu lihat kueku 0 lihat kueku 

I 5. Naik ke atas! 

The sentence is operated by the same elementary transformation as that of the 

sentence 14. The deep structure of the sentence 'Kamu naik ke atas' is 

transformed into the surface structure 'Naik ke atas!' by deleting the 

constituent 'kamu' from the deep structure. 

j;. The deep SIIUCI.W'e is: The surface structure is: 

~ __.L-_ 
IMP NP VP NP VP 

I .,,,,-__ I -------N V pp N V pp 

I I ~ I I ------pn:p adv pn:p adv 
I I I I 

Kamu oaik ke alas 0 nail. ke atas 

I 6. Kuenya tidak bisa dimakan. 

The elementary transformational processes that operate on this sentence are 

the same as those of the sentence 3. The deep structure of the sentence is 

"Seseorang bisa memakan k.uenya. • The application of the hypothetical 

constituent 'NEG' allows the addition of a constituent 'tidalc' that generates a 

negative sentence. 

- ~ 
S_ 

' --- - S_ 
;..>4..,. 

NEG NP aux VP NP adv aux VP 
I .,,,,,,..__ I .,,,,,,..__ 
N V NP N V NP 

I I I 

I I I 
N N 
I I 

Seseorang bisa memakan .kuenya Scscorang tidak b.isa me.makan kucnya 
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By the application of the hypothetical constituent 'PASS', this sentence can 

be fonned into passive one through some processes of elementary 

transformations. The constituents ·Kuenya' and ·Kamu' are interchanged. 

The adverb 'oleh' is introduced to the left of "bisa' and the prefix 'me-• is 

substituted by 'di-'. At last, the constituents 'oleh' and 'seseorang' are 

deleted from the structure. 

s s 
;?1¼..... - 7<::::.. ---PASS NP adv BUX VP NP adv BUX VP 
I ,,,,,,,--_ I 

I I 
I 

N V NP N V 

I I 
I I I 
N Kuenya tidak bisa dimakan 
I 

Seseorang tidak bisa mcmakan .kucnya 

17. Ambilkan air itu! 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is the 

same as that of the sentences 14 and 15.The deep structure 'Kamu ambilkan 

air itu!' is transformed into the surface structure "Ambilkan air itu!' by 

deleting the constituent 'kamu' from the deep structure. 

> The deep structure is: The surface structure is: 

~ 
NP VP 
I ...,...-__ 

N V NP N V NP 

I I ~ I I I I ~ N det 
I I 

Kamu ambilkan air itu 8 ambilkan air ilu 

18. Di mana sumpitnya tadi ditaruh? 

The sentence is formed by some elementary transformational processes that 

operate on the deep structure 'Seseorang menaruh sumpitnya tadi'. The 

application of hypothetical constituent 'QUE' permits the addition of the 

constituent 'di mana' at the beginning of the sentence: 
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~ ____..s-_ 
QUE r ~ adv rp ~ 

N V NP N V NP 

I I 
~ I I ~ 
N adv N adv 
I I I I 

Scseorang menaruh sumpi1nya tadi Di mana seseorang menamh sumpitnya tadi 

By the application of the hypothetical constituent ·PASS' that involves 

adjunction, substitution. and deletion elementaries, the interrogative sentence 

is changed into a passive sentence .The constituents ·sumpitnya' and 

'seseorang' are interchanged. The adverb 'oleh' is added to the left of 

·seseorang' and the prefix 'me-' is substituted by 'di~·. Then, the constituents 

'oleh' and 'seseorang' are deleted from the structure. Finally, the constituent 

'ta.di' is moved to the left of the constituent 'ditaruh' that generates the 

surface structure of the passive interrogative sentence . 

s 
----.> ' PASS adv NP 

I 
N V ~ 

I I r arv 
Di mana scscorans mciwuh sumpitnya tadi 

19. Anak tante ada berapa? 

s 
____-r---_ 

adv f"P VP 

I ~ 
N adv V 

D• I . 1.:.1: ditarubl 
l mana sumpttnya LIIW 

The interrogative sentence is derived from a deep structure 'Anak tante ada 

tertentu' by substituting the constituent 'tertentu' with the constituent 

'berapa' as a question word that generates the surface structure 'Anak tante 

ada berapa?' 

> The deep slrUdW'c is 'Anak tantc ada temnlU. The surface structure is 'Anak tantc ada berapa?' 

s ____,____ 
QUE NP VP 

A~ 
N N V NP 

I I I 1 
Anak tante ada lcrtcntu 

s -------NP VP ,,,,-......_ ...---....... 
N N V adv 
I I I I 

Anak tantc ada bcrapa 
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20. Aku tidak pernah tahu. 

This negative sentence is also operated by adjunction elementary as the same 

as sentences 8, and 12. The constituent 'tidak' is added to the deep structure 

that generates the surface structure • Aku tidak pernah tahu'. 

), The deep structure is 'Aku pcmah tahu: The surface structure is • Alm tidak pcmoh tahu • 

__;...__ ~ 
NEG NP VP NP VP 

I .,,,,,,,,...__ I --------N adv VP' N adv VP' 

I I I I -------V adv V 
I I I 

Al.'11 pcmah tahu Aku tidak pcmah lAhu 

21. Pakai cidhuk ! 

The deep structure of the sentence is transformed into the surface structure by 

the same elementary transformation as the sentences 14, 15, and 17, the deep 

structure, that is deletion elementary. 

> The deep structure is ·Kamu pakai cidhuk.' 

IMP ~p VP 
~ 

N V 

I I 
Knmu pnkai 

NP 
I 
N 
I 

cidhuk 

22. Tante Utami pulangjam berapa? 

The surface structure is 'Pakai cidhuk! • 

s 
NP~ 

I -------N V 

I I 
0 pnkai 

NP 
I 
N 
I 

cidhuk 

The deep structure of the sentence 'Tante Utami pulang jam tertentu nanti'is 

transformed into the surface structure 'Tante Utami nanti pulang jam 

berapa?'. The substitution elementary is applied by replacing the constituent 

'tenentu' with 'berapa.' Then, the constituents 'nanti' and 'pulang' are 

interchanged. 

:.,. The deep structure is : The surface structure is: 
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s ---.-:::::-;>.,.... ____ _ 

QUE )'\. ~ 

N N 

Tantc Utami pulang jam bcrapa nanti 

23. Aku tahu Tante lta. 

s -------NP VP 
/",.... __,--_ 
N N adv V adv 

T I u I . I . I . LJ_ 
ante tam• nanb pulang Jam ""'"pa 
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The SAAD sentence isn't operated by elementary transformational process, 

so the deep and surface structures are the same as follows : 

s 
~ 

NP VP 
I ~ 

N V NP 

I I ~ 
Aku tahu Tante lta 

24. Datang ke sini! 

The sentence is operated by the same elementary transformation as that of the 

sentences 14, 15, 17, and 21, that is deletion elementary. 

» The deep structure is 'Kamu dalang kc sini.' The surfilce structure is • Datang ke sini!' 

IMP NP VP NP VP 
l ------ I ------N V pp N V pp 

I I 
,...__ 

I I 
/",.... 

prep ndv PjP adv 
I I I 

Kamu datang kc sini 0 datang ke sini 

25. Aku tidak mencet 

The deep structure of this sentence • Aku tidak mencet' is operated by the 

process of adjunction elementary as the same as that of the sentences 8, 12, 

and 20. 

li> The deep structure is • Aku mcncet'. The surface structure is 'Alru tidak mcncet' 
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s s ___,___ ------NEG NP VP NP VP 
I I 

I ------N V N adv V 
I I I I I 

Aku mcncct Aku tidak mcncct 

26. Pinjam pensil itu! 

The elemental)' transformational process that operates on the sentence is the 

same as that of the sentences 14, 15, 17, 21, and 24, that is deletion 

elementary. 

) The deep structure is 'Kamu pinjam pcnsil itu.' 

s 
NE~P 

I -------N V NP 

I I IN~ 
Kamu pinjam pensil itu 

27. Ayo ambil itu! 

The surface &tnlC\Ure is "Piajam pcnsil itu' 

s 

N~P 

I -------N V NP 

I I r---~ 
0 pinjam pensil itu 

The deep structure of the sentence is 'Kamu ambil itu' is transformed into the 

surface structure 'Ayo ambil itu!' by the omission of 'kamu' from the deep 

structure and the addition of 'ayo' to the deep structure. 

).> The deep structure is: 

s ----rr---~ 
IMP NP A 

~ V tP 

I I r 
Kamu ambil itu 

28. Buatkan aku masjid! 

The smface structure is: 

s -----fP VP 

N ~ 

r 
0 ambil itu 

The deep structure of the sentence is transformed into the surface structure by 

deletion elementary as the same as that of the sentences 14, 15. 17, 21, and 

27. 
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> The deep structure is '.Kamu buatkan aku masjid. • The surface structure is 'Buatkan aku masjid!' 

s s ____, ____ ------IMP NP VP NP VP 
I ~ I ------N V NP N V NP 

I I ----- I I 
,--_ 

N N N N 
I J I I 

Kamu buatbn aku masjid 0 buatkan oL.-u masjid 

29. Alru menggambar TK. 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence in which there is no elementary 

transformational process that operates on it. Therefore, the deep and surface 

structures of the sentence are the same. 

__-§_______ 
NP VP 
I ~ 
N V NP 

I I ~ 
Aku menggambar TIC 

30. Ayo main HT! 

The sentence is operated by the same elementary transformational processes 

as those of the sentence 27, that are, deletion and adjunction elementaries. 

> The deep structure is 'Kamu main HT.' 

IMP ~p 

N 

VP 
/',.... 

I ~, 
Kamu main HT 

31. Cepat-cepat ganti baju! 

The swfacc ~ is 'Ayo main HT!' 

~ 
ad,· NP 

I 
N 

Ayo 8 main 

N 
I 

HT 
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The sentence is derived from a deep structure 'Kamu ganti baju cepat-cepat 

that is transformed into an imperative sentence by deletion and permutation 

elementaries. The deletion elementary is operated by deleting 'kamu' and 

permutation elementary is operated by moving the constituent "cepat-cepat' at 

the beginning of the sentence. 

----r---
IMP NP VP 

~ ---r---
v NP 

I 
N I I I 

adv 

I 
Kam11 ganti baju ccpat-ccpat 

32. Tante di rumah sendiri. 

s 

ad~P 
l /',... 
N V 

I I 
Cq,at-ccpat 8 ganti 

The sentence is a reflexive sentence in which the substitution elementary is 

operated by substituting 'tante' with 'sendiri'. 

, The deep structure is 'Tantc di rumah tantc' The surface stnK:ture is 'Tante di rumah tante' 

s s ------- ------REF NV pp NP pp _,,,,,,....___ I -------N NP N NP prep prep 

I I 
~ I -----N N N N 

J I I l 
Tante di nunah tante Truite di rumah sendiri 

33. Rumah ini gambamya papaku. 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence in which there is no elementary 

transformational process. The deep and surface structures are the same as 

follows: 

~ 
NP NP 

_..........,,_, ~ 
N det N N 

I I I 
Rumah i.ni gnmbamya papaku 
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111.1.2.2.2. The Indonesian Ungrammatical Sentences Made by the Child of 

Five Years Old 

I. Ini pesawat langsung dinaikkan. 

The sentence is ungrammatical because of the wrong position of the 

constituent 'ini' (det). The sentence is diagrammed as ~ollows: 

s -----NP VP 

.,,,-......._ ------dct N adv V 
I I I I 
lni pcsawat langsung dinaikkan 

The above labeJled tree diagarm shows that the sentence is ungrammatical. 

The position of constituent 'ini' in front of the constituent 'pesawat' (N) is 

improper because a detenniner should follow a noun in Indonesian. There is a 

pennutation elementary in which the constituents •ini' and 'pesawat' are 

interchanged but the process is improper according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia. 

The grammatical sentence should be: 

s ------NP VP 

.,,,-........ ------r dt a1v Y 
pcsowal ini lmsgsung dinaikkan 

2. Bagaimana katau untuk memasang? 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows: 

s 

ad\· NP VP 
~ -----N s· VP' NP 

...----r-- ~ I 
conj NP VP ad,· V N 

I ' I I I N V 
I I 

Bagoimano O kalau 0 0 untuk mcmasang 8 
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The Jabe1Jed tree diagram shows that there are no subject and object in the 

complex sentence. There are processes of deletion elementaries by deleting 

the subject, object, and the second deep stucture. The deletion elementaries 

are improper according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia for some reasons: there 

should be at least one subject on the above sentence; the transitive verb 

·memasang' should be followed by object(s); the presentation of conjunction 

'kalau' shows that it is a complex sentence, therefore, there must be at least 

two sentences in order to fonn a complex sentence. The grammatical sentence 

should be diagrammed as follows: 

s 

adv NP -----N s• 
.......--r----

conj r Yp 
N V 
I I 

Bngaimana seseorang/ kaJau seseonmg.l melakukan 
sesuaw sesuatu 

3. Aku akan ambil yang putih dan kuning. . 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows: 

s ---r-----
NP aux VP 
I .,,,--__ 
N VP' NP 

VP' NP 
.,,,,,--_ I 

i I i 
untuk memasang sesualll 

I ------v N S' -------relpron AP 

I ~l!dj 
I I I 

Aku akan ambit 8 yong putih dan kuning 

From the above labelled tree diagram, it is shown that the sentence is 

ungrammatical because ther is no object that should follow the transitive verb 

'ambil'. The deletion elementary by deleting an object that should follow the 
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transitive verb is improper according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia. The 

grammatical sentence should be diagrammed as follows: 

4. Dikasih kanji. 

s ----r---
NP aux VP 
I /'---
N VP" NP 

I ------v N s· -------relpron AP 

I 
-----r--j1 j crj arj 

Aku nkan nmbil sesuntu yang putih dnn kuning 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows: 

s --NP VP 
I - -N V NP 

l r 
I 

dikasih kanji 

The above sentence is ungrammatical since there is no subject in the passive 

sentence. A passive sentence should have at least one subject. The 

grammatical sentence should be 

s ---
NP VP 
I -N V NP 

l k 
I 

dikasih kanji 

After analizing the elementary transformations of the Indonesian sentences 

made by the child of five years old ( child 8), the writer is able to state that 

fundamentally, he is able to use the four elementary transformations, that is 

deletion. substitution, adjunction, and permutation elementaries. Moreover, he is 
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capable of using either one or more than one elementary transformation in a 

sentence. 

The above analysis also shows that the child B makes both Indonesian 

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. The Indonesian grammatical sentences 

(33 sentences) show that he is able to use the elementary transformations of his 

language properly. The Indonesian ungrammatical sentences (4 sentences) show 

that although he recognizes the elementary transformations of his language, he 

also uses them improperly. 

The child B is able to use elementary transformations in making various 

sentences. Based on the number of clauses, he is able to use the elementary 

transformations either in simple (most of them) or complex sentences (4,10). The 

positive (4,10), negative (8,12, 20,25), interrogative (19,22,32), imperative 

(14,15,17,21,24,26,27,28,30,31), passive (6,13), passive negative (3,16), passive 

interrogative (18), passive imperative (1,11), and passive interrogative negative 

sentences (9) are produced in according with the function of sentences. Depending 

on the type of predicate, he can generate 

verbal(NPVP)( 1,3,4,6,9, I 0, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18,19,20,21,22,24,25,26,27,28,3 

0,31 ), adjectival (NP AP) (8), and prepositional sentences (NP PP) (32). In 

addition to these various sentences, he also creates 6 SAAD sentences (2,5,7,23, 

29, 33). 

In spite of his ability to produce grammatical sentences with proper 

elementary transformations, he also makes some ungrammatical sentences. The 

types of sentences depending on the number of clauses are simple (1, 4), 

compound (3), and complex sentences (2). He generates positive (3), interrogative 
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(2), and passive sentences (1,4) in tenns of function of sentences. At last, 

according to the types of predicates, all sentences produced are verbal sentences 

(1,2,3,4). 

Furthermore, he also uses the elementary transformations and 

combinations of them numerously in making some types of sentences. The 

grammatical simple sentences are created by ( 1 )deletion, (2)substitution, 

(3 )adj unction, ( 4 )adj unction, deletion, ( 5)substitution, permutation, ( 6 )deletion, 

permutation, (?)permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, (8)adjunction, 

permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, (9)permuta1ion, adjunction, 

substitution, deletion, permutation, and ( lO)adjunction, adj unction, permutation, 

adjunction, substitution, deletion. All grammatical complex sentences are created 

by adj unction and deletion. All grammatical positive sentences are created by 

adjunction and deletion. All grammatical negative sentences are created by 

adj unction. The grammatical interrogative sentences are made by ( 1 )substitution 

and (2)substitution, permutation. The grammatical imperative sentences are 

produced by (!)deletion, (2)adjunction, deletion, and (3)dcletion, permutation. All 

grammatical passive sentence are generated by pennutation, adjunction, 

substitution, and permutation. All grammatical passive negative sentences are 

created by adjunction, permutation, adjunction, substitution, and deletion. The 

passive interrogative sentence is operated by adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 

substitution, deletion, and permutation. The passive imperative sentences are 

created by (1 )permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, permutation, and 

(2)adjunction, permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion. The passive ,L"'\ ··0-
. , .. ,, . ~:,\, 

,. ;:.:,...v ._•5\,' l 
intcnogative negative sentence is operated by adjunetion, atlj~'t-\J ~~~..,,,,~~;:: \ 

\
/ <o';,,_~;~'l / ~~~\.,\ 1/ 

\~~~, 
/ 

·--
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permutation, adjunction. substitution, and deletion. The grammatical verbal 

sentences are created by (l)deletion. (2)substitution, (3)adjunction. (4)adjunction. 

deletion, (S)deletion, permutation, (6)substitution, permutation, (7)permutation, 

adjunction, substitution, deletion, (S)adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 

substitution, deletion, (9)permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 

permutation, ( IO)adjunction, adj unction, permutation, adjunction, substitution, 

deletion, and (11 )adjunction, permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 

permutation. The grammatical adjectival sentence is produced by adjunction 

elementary and the grammatical prepositional sentence is made by substitution 

elementary. 

The use of elementary transformations and combinations of them in the 

ungrammatical sentences also varies. The simple sentences arc created by 

( 1 )permutation and (2)deletion. The compound sentence is produced by deletion 

and the complex sentence is generated by deletion and adjunction. The positive 

sentence is produced by deletion. The interrogaive sentence is created by deletion 

and adjunction. The passive sentences arc created by (l)pennutation and 

(2)deletion. All verbal sentences are created by ( l )permutation, (2)deletion, and 

(3)deletion, adjunction. 

Shortly, the writer is able to state the use of elementary transformations of 

the Indonesian grammatical sentences made by the child B as fo11ow: 

t. Permutation. Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion, Permutation Elementaries. 

2. No Elementary Transformation. 

3. Adj unction, Permutation, Adj unction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

4. Adjunction, Deletion Elementarics. 
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s. No Elementary Transformation. 

6. Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

7. No Elementary Transformation. 

8. Adjunction Elementary. 

9. Adjunction, Adjunction, Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion 

Elementaries. 

10. Adjunction, Deletion Elementaries. 

11. Adjunction, Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

12. Adjunction Elementary. 

13. Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

14. Deletion Elementary. 

15. Deletion Elementary. 

16. Adjunction, Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

17. Deletion Elementary. 

1 s. Adjunction, Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

19. Substitution Elementary. 

20. Adjunction Elementary. 

21. Deletion Elementary. 

22. Substitution, Permutation Elementaries. 

23. No Elementary transformation. 

24. Deletion Elementary. 

25. Adjunction Elementary. 

26. Deletion Elementary. 

27. Adjunction, Deletion Etemcntaries. 
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28. Deletion Elementary. 

29. No Elementary transfom1ation. 

30. Adjunction, deletion Elementaries. 

3 l. Deletion, Permutation Elementaries. 

32. Substitution Elementary. 

33. No Elementary transfonnation. 

The use of improper elementary transformations in the Indonesian 

ungrammatical sentences made by the child B are as follow: 

1. Permutation Elementary. 

2. Deletion, Adj unction Elementaries. 

3. Deletion Elementary. 

4. Deletion Elementary. 
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m.t.3. The Presentation and Analysis of Elementary Transformations of 

Indonesian Sentences Made by the Child of Six Years Old 

IlLl.3.1. The Presentation of Elementary Transformations of Indonesian 

Sentences Made by the Child of Six Years old 

m.t.3.1.1. The Indonesian Grammatical Sentences Made by the Child of Six 

Years Old 

I. Tembak! 

2. ltu nanti bilang "Yah noda bersejamhnya hilang". 

3. Belajar dulu, terns nonton kartun! 

4. Ini tasku. 

5. ltu judulnya. 

6. Ini sudah pemah apa belum? 

7. Hadiab uang itu banyak. 

8. Jangan-jangan kueku sudah dihabiskan. 

9. Sedap rasanya. 

10. Ngajinya susah. 

11. Aku besok disuruh membawa buku tulis dan buku gambar. 

12. Kartunnya tidak mulai. 

13. Kemarin Bu Guru marah karena tidak bisa menjawab soal. 

14. Aku besok praktek sholat shubuh. 

15. Aku ikut. 

16. Kalau itu ditempel, ditaruh di buku gambar. 

17. Alm pinjam buku ini. 

18. Diam di situ! 

19. Ayo main gambar! 

20. Kamu nanti diboncengkan sepeda. 
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21. Mengapa karnu tarik itu? 

22. Coba lihat ini! 

23. Ini tidak pas, bukan sarnbungannya. 

24. Dik Marnan suka bohong. 

25. Jangan suka bohong! 

26. Siapa yang membuat kue itu? 

27. Kapan aku diajari main game out? 

28. Ini rasa apa ini? 

IJJ.1.3.1.2. The Indonesian Ungrammatical Sentences Made by the Child of 

Six Years Old 

1. Filmnya bagus itu. 

2. Mau kemana? 

3. Nanti diantarkan pulang. 

4. Aku tidak dibagi. 

5. Aku tarik dulu. 

m.1.3.2. The Analysis of Elementary Transformations of Indonesian 

Sentences Made by the Child of Six Years Old 

m.1.3.2.1. The Indonesian Grammatical Sentences Made by the Child of Six 

Years Old 

1. Tembak! 

The imperative sentence is derived from a deep structure ·Kamu tembak' that 

is transformed into a surface structure 'Tembak!' The hypothetical 

constituent "IMP' represents the information that this sentence bas imperative 

interpretation. It permits the deletion of constituent 'karnu' from the deep 

structure. 
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J,,, The deep structure is: The swfacc structure is : 

--+-- ___.L-_ 
IMP NP VP NP VP 

I I I I 
N V N V 
I I I I 

Kamu tcmbak 0 tembak 

2. Itu nanti bilang "Yah noda bersejarahnya hilang". 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is 

permutation elementary. The deep structure 'Itu bilang « Yah. noda 

bersejarahnya hilang » nanti ' is transformed into the surface structure 'Itu 

nanti bilang « Yah, noda bersejarahnya hilang » 11 by moving the position of 

'nanti II to the left of "bilang". 

, The deep structure : 

s ----NP VP 
I ----r----N V NP ------ad\· s· ------NP VP 
~ I 
N adj V 

I 
.
1 

I I I 
tu b1 ang Y ah noda bcrscjarahnya hilang nanti 

3. Belajar dulu, terns nonton! 

The surface structure : 

s ------NP VP 
I ~ 
N ad,· V NP -------adv s· ------NP VP .,,,,,,-....._ 

N adj V 
I I I 

Itu nanti bilang Yah noda berscjarahnya hilang 

The sentence is derived from two deep structures 'Kamu belajar dulu' and 

'Kamu nonton'. 

--+-- ___.f---__ 
IMP NP VP IMP NP VP 

I ........--..... I ~ 
N V ad,· N V NP 
I I I I I I 

Kamu bclajar dulu N 
I 

Kamu nonton kartun 
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These two deep structures are combined into one sentence by adding the 

constituent 'terus' as a conjunction. The constituents ·kamu' are deleted from 

those two deep structures that generate the surface structure as follows: 

___.s.-.__ 
NP VP 
I .----:;;,----_ 
N V adv s• 

~-rr-----
conj NP 

I 
N 

I 
0 bclajar dulu tcrus 0 

4. Ini tasku. 

VP ...---........ 
V NP 

I ~ 
nonton kartun 

The sentence is a SAAD sentence . The deep and surface structures of the 

sentence are the same since there is no elementary transformational process 

that operates on it. 

5. Itujudulnya. 

NP 
I 
N 
I 
Ini 

NP 
I 
N 
I 

tasl.'U 

The deep and surface structures of the sentence are also the same since there 

is no elementary transformational process that operates on it. 

N 
I 
lni 

6. Ini sudah pemah apa belum? 

N 
I 

judu)nya 

The deep structures of the interrogative sentence are 'Ini sudah pemah' and 

'lni belum pemah'. 
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--+--- ---+--
NP aux VP NP DUX VP 
I I I I I 
N V N V 
I I I I 
lni sudah pcmah lni bclum pcrnah 

The deletion and adjunction elementaries are used in the sentence to 

transfonn the deep structures into the surface structure ·Jni sudah pemah apa 

belum?'. The deletion elementary is used by omitting the constituents 'ini' 

and 'pemah' from the second deep structure. The adjunction elementary is 

used by adding the constituent 'apa' that generates the surface structure as 

diagrammed below: 

-----r---
r nux ~ 

r r 
s· 
~ 

c°{'j au.x 
I 

lni sudah pemah apa belum 

Hadiah uang itu banyak. 

The deep and surface structures of the sentence are the same since there is no 

elementary transformational process that operates on it. 

s -------NP AP 
/'-... I 

NP' dct odj 

~~I I 
Hadiah unng itu banyak 

8. Jangan-jangan kueku sudah dihabiskan. 

The deep structure 'Seseorang menghabiskan kueku' is transfonned into a 

passive sentence. The hypothetical sonstituent "PASS' pennits some 

elementary transformational processes as follow: the constituents 'kueku' and 
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'seseorang' are interchanged. The adverb 'oleh' is added to the left of 

'seseorang' and prefix 'me-" is substituted by 'di-'. Then, the constituents 

'oleh' and 'seseorang' are deleted from the structure. 

PASS 

s ;>' 
NP aux 
I 

N 

-VP 

-------v NP 

I I ~ 
Scscorang sudah mcnghabiskan kueku 

s ____,,_____ 
NP aux VP 

k I i 
I I 

Kucku sudah dihabiskan 

Finally, the constituent 'jangan-jangan' is added to form the surface structure 

as follows: 

Ad\· rp 
I r 

Jangan-jangan kueku 

IIU.'\: VP 
I 

I dah dihabr. k SU IS an 

9. Sedap rasanya. 

The permutation elementary operates on the sentence. The deep structure 

'Rasanya sedap' is transfonned into the surface structure 'Sedap rasanya' by 

interchanging the constituents 'rasanya' and 'sedap'. 

},, The deep structure is: 

s -------NP AP 
I I 

N adj 
I I 

Rasanya seclap 

10. Ngajinya susah. 

Tho surface structlll'C is : 

___-L-..__ 
AP NP 
I I 
adj N 
I I 

Scdap rasanya 

The deep and surface structures of the sentence are the same since there is no 

elementary transformational process that operates on it. 
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NP AP 
I I 
N ad" 
I I u 

Ngajinya susah 

I I. Aku besok disuruh membawa buku tulis dan buku gambar. 

The sentence is derived from four deep structures, that are • Seseorang 

menyuruh aku', 'Aku membawa buku tulis besok', ·seseorang menyuruh 

aku' and 'Aku membawa buku gambar besok'. 

NP 

L 
~ 

V NP 

I I ~ 
Seseonmg menyurub aku 

V ~ adv 

N adj I 
membawa bLku Mis besok 

s s ------ -------NP VP NP VP 
I /'.... I ~ 
N V NP N V NP adv 

I I ~ I I ndj I 
Seseorang mcnyuroh aku Aku membawa buku gambar besok 

The first and second deep structures are combined by omitting the constituent 

'aku' from the first deep structure. 

s ------NP VP 

I -----N V s• -----f"P ~ 
"- adv 

r ~j I r 
V 

Seseonmg menyuruh 111.-u membawa buku tulis besok 

s 
~ 

PASS NP 
I 

N 

VP ------v s· ------NP ~ 
I 

N V 

I I 
Seseorans menyuruh aku mcmbawa buku sambar besok 

The omission of the constituent "aku' of the third deep structure generates the 

combination of the third and fourth deep structures. 
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s s ------- ..---::,:,----_ 
NP VP PASS NP VP 
I ------ I -------N V s· N V s· 

------ ------fP ~ NP ~ 
I 

r 
V ~ adv N V NP adv 

I I I Aj I IN ;j 
Seseomng menyuruh akumembawa bukutulis hesok Seseomng menyuruh ab ID£fflhiWD buku sa,nbar hesok 

The hypothetical constituent 'PASS' represents that these deep structures 

have passive interpretation. The constituents 'aim' and 'seseorang' of those 

two deep structures are interchanged. The adverbs 'oleh' are also added to the 

deep structures and the prefixes 'me-' are substituted by 'di-'. The~ the 

constituents 'oleh' and 'seseorang' are deleted from those two deep 

structures. 

s -------NP VP 

I ------N V VP• 

l 
~ 

V NP adv 

d_.l.C~l 

s ------NP VP 

I ------N V VP' 

l 
____,___ 
V NP adv 

w-=1UL 
Those deep structures are combined by adding the constituent 'clan' as a 

conjunction. The constituents 'aku ', 'disuruh', 'membawa' and 'besok' are 

deleted from the structure. Finally, the constituent 'besok' is moved to the left 

of the constituent 'disuruh' that generates the surface structure. 

s - ---;;>'?'-----
NP VP NP adv 

I 
VP ------I -------N V VP' N VP' NP' 

~ ~ 
V NP ad,· ___,..__ 

NP' conj NP' 
A /'.... 

V V NP' conj NP' 

I I NAN I NAN 
I I I I 

N N N N Aku besok diswuh membawa buku tulis dan bul:u eombar 
I I I I 

Aku disuruh mcmbawu buku tulis dnn buku gambar besok 
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I 2. Kartunnya tidak dimulai. 

The sentence is a negative one in which its deep structure ·Kartunnya mulai' 

is changed into the surface structure 'Kartunnya tidak mulai' by ac:Uunction 

elementary 

, The deep structure is: 
s -NEG NP 

I 
N 
I 

Kartunnya 

-VP 
I 
V 
I 

mulai 

The surface structure is: 
s ------NP VP 

I -----N adv V 
I I I 

Kanunnya tidak mulai 

13. Kemarin Bu Guru marah karena tidak bisa menjawab soal. 

The sentence is derived from two deep structures 'Bu Guru marah kemarin' 

and • Bu Guru tidak bisa menjawab soal kemarin •. 

), 1110 deep structures arc: 
___s.___ - ;;? ,s 
NP VP NEG NP aux VP 
I ~ I ___,.___ 
N V adv N V NP adv 
I I I I I I I Bu guru marah kcmarin N 

• I 
Bu guru bisa mcnjawab sqal kemarin 

There is no elementary transformational process in the first deep structure, 

while adjunction elementary operates on the second deep structure by adding 

the constituent 'tidak'. 

- == ~ -
NP adv au.x VP 
I ----.--_ 
N VP' NP adv 

I I I I V N 
I I 

Bu gum tiduk bisa mt.-njawab soal kcmarin 

These deep structures are combined by adding a conjunction 'karena' and 

deleting the constituents 'Bu Guru' and 'kemarin' ftom the second deep 
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structure. Finally, the position of 'kemarin' in the first deep structure is 

moved into the beginning of the structure that generates the surface structure 

as diagrammed be]ow: 

N 

r 
Kemarin Bu guru tidak bisa menjawab soal 

14. Aku besok praktek sholat shubuh. 

The elementary transformations that operates on the sentence is the same as 

the sentence 2, that is pennutation elementary. The deep structure 'Al'U 

praktek sholat shubuh besok' is transfonned into the surface structure • Al'U 

besok praktek sho]at shubuh' by moving the constituent 'besok' to the left of 

'pral"tek'. 

};. The deep structure is: The surface structure is: 

__J..___ .--J--__ 
NP VP NP VP 
I ----.--_ I ...,.......-.._ 
N V NP adv N adv V NP 

I If) I I I I r~r 
Aku praktck sholal sbubuh besok Aku besok praJ.1ck sholal shubuh 

15. M.'U ikut. 

The deep and surface structures of the sentence are the same since there is no 

elementary transfonnational process that operates on it. 

s ------NP VP 
I I 
N V 
I I 
Al.11 il.11l 
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16. Kalau itu ditempel, ditaruh di buku gambar. 

The sentence is derived from the deep structures 'Seseorang menaruh itu di 

buku gambar' and ·seseorang menempel itu di buku gambar'. 

PASS NP 
I 

VP ------N V NP 
........-...... 

N pp 
,,,,--_ 

prep NP 

I
r-.... 

N N 
. I I 

Sesecrang menaruh itu di buku gambar 

PASS NP 
I 

N 

VP .,,,,.,...__ 
V NP ..----...... 

N pp 
,,,,--_ 

prep NP 

I N~ 
I I 

Seseorang menempel itu di buku gambar 

The hypothetical constituent 'PASS' represents that these deep structures 

have passive interpretation. The constituents ·itu' and 'seseorang' of those 

two deep structures are interchanged. The adverbs • oleh' are also added to the 

deep structures and the prefixes 'me-' are substituted by "di-'. Then, the 

constituents 'oleh' and 'seseorang' are deleted from those two deep 

structures. 

NP 
I 
N 

ltu 

VP ------V pp 
........-...... 

T 
NP 

r-.... 
N N 
I I 

ditaruh di buku gambar 

NP 
I 
N 

VP ...........--_ 
V pp 

------
i 

NP 
/"'°'-..._ 

N N 

ltu ditcmpel di 
I I 

buku gambar 

These deep structures are combined by adding the constituent 'kalau' at the 

beginning of the second deep structure. Then, by the pennutation elementary, 

the second structure is moved to the left of the first structure. By deletion 

elementary, the constituent 'di-', 'buku', and 'gambar' are deleted from the 

second structure and the constituent 'itu' is also deleted from the first 

structure. 
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NP VP 

I -----N V NP ------NP' S' 
~ __,___ 
prep NP' conj NP VP 

~ J 0pp 
p~ 

I ~ ~ 
lcu ditaruh di bulru gumbar kulau itu ditempcl di buku gambar 

17. Aku pinjam buku ini. 

s 
~ 
coqj NP VP 
I~ 
N V VP' 
~ 

V pp 
............... 

prep NP . I~ 
Kalau ttu ditempel dilliruh cli l ga~bar 
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· The deep and surface structures of the sentence are the same since there is no 

elementary transformational process that operates on it. 

s 
~VP 

k ~NP 

lptr-t 
I 8. Diam di situ! 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is the 

same as that of the sentences l and 3, that is deletion elementary. The deep 

structure 'Kamu diam di situ' is transformed into the surface structure 'Diam 

di situ!' 

), The cfccp structure is: The surface structure is: 

s s ____,--__ ------IMP NP VP NP VP 
I ------ I ~ 
N V pp N V pp 

I I /".... I I 
.,,,,..,....... 

prep adv prep adv 
I I I I 

Kamu diam di siru 8 diam di silu 
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19. Ayo main gambar! 

The imperative sentence has deep structure 'Kamu main gambar' that is 

transformed into the surface structure 'Ayo main gambar!' The deletion 

elementary operates on the sentence by deleting the constituent 'kamu' from 

the deep structure, while the adjunction elementary operates on it by adding 

the constituent 'ayo'. 

» The dcc:p structure is : The surface structure is : 

--+----- ~ 
IMP fP ~ adv F ~ 

r r 
rp 

r 
V NP 

I I 
N N 
I I 

Kamu main gambar Ayo 8 main gambar 

20. Kamu nanti diboncengkan sepeda. 

The deep structure 'Seseorang memboncengkan kamu sepeda nanti' is 

transformed into a passive sentence. The hypothetical constituent 'PASS' 

permits some elementary transformatioanal processes as follow : the 

constituents 'kamu' and 'seseorang' are interchanged. The adverb 'oleh' is 

added to the structure and the prefix 'me-· is substiutted by 'di-". Finally, the 

constituents 'seseorang' and 'oleh' are deleted from the deep structure. 

s - ;;;-
PASS NP 

I 
N 

I 
VP 
~ 
V NP adv 

I ~ I I 
Sc:seorang mcmbonccngkan kamu scpcda nanti 

s -------NP VP 
I ~ 
N V NP adv 

r I 
Kamu dibonccngkan sepeda nanti 

The constituent 'nanti' is moved to the left of 'diboncengkan' to form the 

surface structure as diagrammed below : 
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r 
p 

Kamu nanti diboncengkan scpcda 

21. Mengapa kamu tarik itu? 

22. 

The deep structure 'Kamu tarik itu' is transformed into the surface structure 

·Mengapa kamu tarik itu?' The hypothetical constituent 'QUE' informs that 

the sentence is interrogative semantically. It permits the addition of a question 

word 'mengapa' at the beginning of the sentence. 

> The deep structure is : The surface structure is : 

s s 
____.-r--_ ~ 

QUE NP VP ad\' NP VP 
I /"... I /'--

N V NP N V NP 

I I I I I 
N N 
I I 

Kamu tmik itu Mengapa kamu tarik itu 

• 
Cpba lihat sini ! 

The elementary transformational process that operates on the sentence is the 

same as that of the sentences 1,3, and 18. 

,. The deep structure is 'Kamu caba lihat sini'. The surface structure is 'Coba lihat sini!' 

s s --====----- ----IMP NP VP NP VP 
I ..---.... I ___..........,_ 

N VP' adv N VP' adv 

I 
/'-,.. 

I 
.,,,-......... 

I V V V V 
I I I I 

Kamu coba lihat sini 0 coba lihat sini 

23. lni tidak pas, bukan sambungannya. 

The· complex. sentence is formed by two deep structures 'Ini pas' and 'lni 

sambungannya'. 
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----1-----
NEG ~p tp 

N adj 
I I 
lni pas 

s 
~ 

NEG NP NP 
I I 
N N 
I I 
Ini snmbungannya 
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These two deep structures are converted into negative ones by adding the 

constituents "tidak' to the first structure and "bukan to the second structure. 

s 
----r-----_ 

NEG NP AP 
I.......-....... 
N adv ad' 
I I I u 
Ini tidak pas 

s 
..---::,---_ 

NEG NP NP 
I ~ 
N adv N 
I I I 
Ini bukan sambwtgannya .. 

These deep structures are combined by deleting the constituent 'ini' in the 

second deep structure as diagrammed below : 

s ------NP NP 

I ------N AP s· 
/'.... ------adv r adv NP 

I I 
I 
N 
I 

lni tidak pas hukan sambungannya 

24. Dik Maman suka bohong. 

The deep and surface structures of the sentence are the same since there is no 

elementary transformational process that operates on it. 

25. Jangan suka bohong! 

NP 
I 
N 
I 

DikMaman 

VP -------v V 
I I 

suka bohong 

The elementary transformational processes that operate on this sentence are 

the same as those of the sentence 19, that are deletion and adjunction 

elementaries. 
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> The deep sllUcturc is ·Kamu suka bohong •. 

s ____,_____ 
NEG NP VP 
I~ 
N V V 
I I I 

Kamu suka bohong 

26. Siapa yang membuat kue itu? 

The surface structure is 'Jangan suka bobong!' 

s ____,-_ 
ad,• NP VP 

I ~ Yr 
Jangan O suka bohong 
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The deep stucture of the sentence 'Seseorang membuat kue itu, is 

transfonned into an interrogative one 'Siapa yang membuat kue itu?,. The 

substitution elementary is applied by replacing th constituent "seseorang, 

with 'siapa, and adj unction elementary by adding the constituent 'yang,. 

> The deep structure is : 

s -------NP VP 
I ./'--... 
N VP NP 

I r 0r 
Scsoorang membuat l..."Ue itu 

27. Kapan aku diajari main game out? 

The surface sllllcture is : 

s _.,.--..__ 
NP ~ 

r ~r 1 G 
Siapa yang membuat 1.-uc itu 

The deep structure of the sentence is 'Seseorang mengajari aku main game 

out'. The hypothetical constituent 'QUE' pennits the application of 

adjunction deletion by adding the constituent 'kapan' at the beginning of the 

structure. 

s 

QUE NP VP 
I ,.......-..._ 
N VP' VP' 
~ .,,/",... 
V NP V NP 

I r r 
Scsconlllg mcngajari aim main gembot 

s 
~ 

adv NP VP 
I ..,.....-....._ 
N VP' VP' 

/'.. /"... 
V NP V NP 

I f I r 
Kapan scscorang mcngajari aku main gcmbot 
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The application of hypothetical constituent 'PASS' pennits the operation of 

some elementary transfonnations. The constituent 'aku' and 'seseorang' are 

interchanged. The constituent 'oleh' is introduced and the prefix 'me-' is 

substituted by 'di-'. Finally, the constituents 'oleh' and 'seseorang' arc 

deleted from the deep structure. 

-PASS adv NP 
I 
N 

VP 
~ 

VP" VP" 
/',... /'.. 
V NP V NP 

I I 
N N 

I I 
Kapan scscorang mengajari aku main gcmbot 

28. Ini rasa apa ini? 

s .----r----
adv NP VP 

I /'--..,. 
N VP" NP 

I 0v ~ 
I I I 

Kapan al-u diajari main gcmbot 

The sentence is derived from the deep structure 'Ini rasa sesuatu'. The 

hypothetical constituent "QUE' alllows the application of adjunction 

elementary by adding 'ini'. The substitution elementary is operated by 

replacing "scsuatu' with a question word 'apa'. 

, The deep structure is 'lni rasa scsuatu • The surface structure is 'Ini rasa apa ini'! 

s s _.....,.____ ,,.,..-......__ 
QUE NP VP NP VP 

I /"-.... I _.......,__ 
N V NP N V ad,• NP 

I I 

I I 
I 

N N 
I I 

lni rasa sesuatu Ini rasa apa ini 

ULl.3.2.2. The Indonesian Ungrammatical Sentences Made by the Child of 

Six Y ean Old. 

l. Filmnya bagus itu. 

The sentence is ungrammatical because of the wrong position of the 

constituent 'itu'. 
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s ------NP AP 

I -------N adj dcl 
I I I 

Filmnya bagus ilu 

The above diagram shows that the use of pennutation elementary by moving 

the constituent "itu' to the right of 'bagus' is improper according to Tata 

Bahasa Indonesia. The grammatical sentence should be : 

2. Mau ke mana? 

s -----~ 1P 
N dct adj 
I I I 

Filmnya itu bagus 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows : 

NP 
I 
N V PP --------
8 mau 

prep 
I 
kc 

adv 
I 

mana 

The above diagram shows that the use of deletion elementary by deleting the 

subject is improper according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia. The grammatical 

sentence should be • Seseorang mau ke mana?' that is diagrammed as 

follows: 

s ------NP VP 

I -------N V PP 

I I ~r 
scscorang mau kc mana 
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3. Aku tidak dibagi. 

The sentence is wrong according to Tata Bahasa Indonesia, especially Tata 

Bahasa Generatif Transfonnatif because the sentence is illogical. In addition 

to grammaticalness, a sentence must be logical in meaning. The sentence is 

diagrammed as follows : s ------NP VP 
I .,,,,.,-_ 
N adv V 
I I I 
Aku tidak dibagi 

The surface structure of the sentence is fonned by a deep structure·seseorang 

membagi aim'. The addition of 'NEG' represents the information that this 

sentence has negative interpretation. The constituent 'tidak' is added to the 

left of 'membagi' in oder to form a negative sentence. 

s s 
~ --- ------NEG NP VP NP VP ----- ' _....--r---_ 

N V NP N adv V NP 
I 

I I 
I 

N N 
I I 

Scseorang membagi aku Sescorang tidak membagi aku 

The application of hypothetical constituent 'PASS' permits the negative 

sentence to be transformed into passive one by some elementary 

transformational processes. The constituents 'aku' and 'seseorang' are 

interchanged. The adverb 'oleh' is introduced and the prefix 'me-' is 

substituted by 'di-'. Finally, by the deletion of the constituents 'oleh' and 

'seseorang', the surface structure is formed : 

s ------NP VP 
l ,.,,,,.,..__ 
N adv V 
I I I 
Aku tidak dibagi 
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4. Nanti diantarkan pulang. 

The sentence is diagrammed as follows : 

s ____-;r---
ad\' NP VP 

' 

I --------N V V 
I I I 

Nanti 8 diantarkan pulang 
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The above diagram shows that the sentence is ungrammatical because there is 

no subject in it. The use of deletion elementary is improper in this sentence. 

The grammatical sentence should be : 

s 
~ 

nd,· NP VP 

If rr 
Nanti scscorang dianlarkan pulang 

5. Alcu tarik dulu. 

The sentence is diagrammed as foUows : 

NP VP 
I - \ -N V NP adv 

I I 
I 

I N 
I 

Al."U tarik 8 dulu 

The sentence is ungrammatical because there is no object that follows the 

transitive verb 'tarik,. The use of deletion elementary is in the wrong way. 

The grammatical sentence should be : 

~ 
r p ----¥---_ 
N V NP ad\· 

I I 1 I 
Aku tarik scsualu dulu 
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Jn principle, as the child of five years old ( child D), the child of six years 

old (child C) is able to use also the four elmentary transformations, that are 

deletion, substitution, adjunction, and permutation ehnentaries. Moreover, he is 

also able to use more than one elementary transformation as a combination of 

them in a sentence. 

From the above analysis, the writer is able to state that the child C is 

capable of producing Indonesian grammatical sentences (28 sentences) and 

ungrammatical sentences (5 sentences). The ,b'Tiimmatical sentences made by him 

show that he not only recognizes the e1ementary transformations of his language, 

but he is also able to use them properly. The ungrammatical sentences he made 

indicate that although he recognizes and grasps the elementary transfonnations of 

his language, he sometimes also uses them improperly. 

The child C is able to use elmentary transformations in creating various 

grammatical sentences. Depending on the number of clauses, most of the 

sentences created by him are simple, three compound sentences (3,6, 11 ), and 

three complex sentences (13,16,23). He creates positive s (2,9,14). negative 

(12,13.23), interrogative (6.21,26,28), imperative (1,3,18,19,22), passive 

(8, l l, 16,20), imperative negative (25), and passive interrogative sentences (27), 

based on the function of sentences. The verbal (NP VP) 

(1,2,3,6,8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16,18, 19,20,21,22,23.25.26,27,28) and nominal sentences 

(NP 'NP) (9) are made according to the type of predicates. Ilcsidcs those various 

sentences, he also creates 7 SAAD sentences (4,5.7, 10, 15, 17,24). 

ln creating various sentences, the child of six vears old also uses 
~ . 

elementary transformations or his language improperly that results the 
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ungrammatical sentences. The type of sentences depending on the number of 

clauses are all simple sentences ( 1,2,3,4,5 ). Positive ( 1,5 ), interrogative (2), 

passive (3 ), and passive negative sentences ( 4) are created in accordance with the 

function of predicates. Based on the types of predicates, he produces verbal (NP 

VP) (2,3,4,5) and adjectival sentences (NP AP) ( 1 ). 

The above analysis also explains that the child C uses combination of 

elementary transformations variously in making each type of sentence. The 

grammatical simple sentences are created by (l)delction, (2)substitution, 

(3)adjunction, (4)pennutation, (5)substitution, aqjunction (6)adjunction, deletion, 

(7)adjunction, pem1Utation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 8)pennutation, 

adjunction, substitution, deletion, pennutation, and (9)adjunction, permutation, 

adjunction, substitution, deletion. The grammatical compound sentences are 

created by (1 )adjunction, deletion. and (2)pennutation, aqjunction, substitution, 

deletion, pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, adjunction, deletion, 

permutation. The grammatical complex sentences are created by (1 )adjunction, 

deletion, (2)adjunction, adjunction, deletion, pcnnutation, and (3) pennutation, 

adjunction, substitution, deletion, pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 

deletion, permutation. All grammatical positive sentences are created by 

permutation. The grammatical negative sentences are created by ( 1 )adj unction, 

(2)adjunction, deletion, (3)adjunction, adjunction, deletion, permutation. The 

t,1Tammatical interrogative sentences arc created by (1 )substitution, (2)adjunction, 

(3 )adj unction. deletion. and ( 4 )substitution. adjunction. The grammatical 

imperative sentences are created by ( I )deletion and (2)adjunction, deletion. The 

grammatical passive sentences arc created by ( I )adj unction. pcnnutation, 
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adjunction. substitution, deletion. (2)pennutation. adjunction, substitution, 

deletion, pennutation, and (3)pennutation. adjunction. substitution. deletion. 

pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, deletion, permutation 

(4)pennutation. adjunction, substitution, deletion, pennutation, adjunction, 

substitution. deletion, adjunction. deletion, pennutation. The grammatical 

imperative negative sentence is created by adjunction and deletion . The 

grammatical passive interrogative sentence is created by adjunction, permutation, 

adjunction, substitution, and deletion. The grammatical verbal sentences are 

created by (l)deletion, (2)substitution, (3)adjunction (4)pennutation, 

(5)adjunction, deletion, (6)substitution, adjunction, (7)adjunction, adjunction, 

deletion, pennutation, (8)adjunction, permutation, adjunction, substitution, 

deletion, (9)pennutation, adj unction. substitution, deletion, 

permutation,( 1 O)permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, permutation, 

adjunction, substitution, deletion, adjunction, deletion, pennutation, and 

( 11 )pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, pennutation, ad junction, 

substitution, deletion, deletion, pennutation. The grammatical nominal sentences 

are created by permutation. 

The use of combinations of elementary transformations in the 

ungrammatical sentences also varies. All simple sentences are created by 

( 1 )permutation, and (2)deletion. The positive sentences are created by 

(1 )permutation, and (2)deletion. The interrogative sentence is created by deletion. 

The passive sentence is created by deletion. The verbal sentences (NP VP) are 

created by deletion. while the adjectival sentence is created by permutation. 
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Shortly, the writer is able to state the use of elementary transfonnations of 

the Indonesian grammatical sentences made by the child C as follow : 

1. Deletion Elementary. 

2. Permutation Elementary. 

3. Deletion, Adjunction E1ementaries. 

4. No Elementary Transformation. 

5. No Elementary Transfonnation. 

6. Adjunction, Deletion Elemmentaries. 

7. No Elementary Transformation. 

8. Adjunction, Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion, Elementaries. 

9. Permutation Elementary. 

10. No Elementary Transformation. 

11. Pennutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion, Pennutation, Adjunction, 

Substitution, Deletion, Adjunction, Deletion, Permutation Elementaries. 

12. Adjunction Elementary. 

13. Adjunction, Adj unction, Deletion, Permutation Elementaries. 

14. Pennutation Elementary. 

15. No Elementary Transformation. 

16. Permutation, Adjunction, Subtitution, Deletion, Permutation, Adjunction, 

Substitution, Deletion, Deletion, Permutation Elementaries. 

17. No Elementary Transfonnation. 

18. Deletion Elementary. 

19. Adjunction, Deletion Elementaries. 

20. Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion, Permutation Elementaries. 
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21. Adjunction Elementary. 

22. Adjunction, Deletion Elementaries. 

23. Adjunction, Deletion Elementaries. 

24. Adjunction, Pennutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

25. No Elementary Transfonnation. 

26. Adjunction, Deletion Elementaries. 

27. Substitution Elementary. 

28. Adjunction, Permutation, Adjunction, Substitution, Deletion Elementaries. 

The use of improper elementary transfonnations in the ungrammatical 

Indonesian sentences made by the child C are as follow : 

1. Pennutation Elemetary. 

2. Deletion Elementary. 

3. Deletion Elementary. 

4. Illogical. 

5. Deletion Elementary. 

m. 2. The Differences of the Elementary Transformations of Indonesian 

Sentences Made by the Children of Four, Five, and Six Years Old 

In the previous part of this chapter, it has been explained about the analysis 

of elementary transformations used by the children of four years old (child A), 

five years old (child 8), and six years old (child C) by using labelled tree 

diagrams. Going to further analysis, still in the previous part of this chapter, it has 

also been described about the types of sentences involving the various elementary 
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transformations and the combinations of them in creating various types of 

sentences. 

Regarding the above analysis, the writer also found out that there are some 

differences among the sentences made by those children. The differences concern 

only the types of sentences involving the elementary transformations and the 

combinations of them in making various types of sentences. In the following part 

of this chapter, the writer will describe the differences in the types of sentences 

involving the various types of elementary transformations, the frequency of the 

use of those sentences, the various combinations of elementary transformations of 

the types of sentences, and the complexity of elementary transformational 

combinations to the whole sentences they made. 

III.2.1. The Different Types of the Indonesian Sentences Involving the 

Various Types of Elementary Transformations Made by the 

Children of Four, Five, and Six Years Old 

After analyzing the elementary transformations of the Indonesian 

sentences made by the children A, B, and C and identifying either the types of 

sentences they made or the types of elementary transformations involving in those 

sentences, the writer can describe the whole Indonesian grammatical and 

ungrammatical sentences made by the those children. Only the Indonesian 

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences involving the various types of 

elementary transformations will be described. In other words, the SAAD 

sentences are not discussed in this part of this chapter. Then, the writer will 

describe the differences they made. 
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Table 3.2.1. l. The Types oflndonesian Sentences According to the Number of Clauses 
Made by the Child of Four Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types ofElementaiy Number of 
Sentences Transfonnations Sentences(%) 

simple Deletion, substitution, 16 (84%) 
Grammatical adjunction, pennutation 

compound Deletion, permutation, 3 (16%) 
adiunction 

Total 19 (100%) 
Ungrammatical Simple Deletion. oermutation 3 (75%) 

Comolex Deletion 1 (25%) 
Total 4 (100%) 

Table 3.2.1.2. The Types of Indonesian Sentences According to the Number of 
Clauses Made by the Child of Five Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Elementary Number of 
Sentences Transfonnations Sentences (%) 

Simple Deletion, substitution, 25 (92%) 
Grammatical adjunction, pennutation 

Complex Deletion, adiunction 2(8%) 
TotaJ 27 (100%) 

Simple Deletion. pennutation 2 (50%) 
UngrammaticaJ Compound Deletion 1 (25%) 

Comolex Deletion. adiunction 1 (25%) 
Total 4 (100%) 

Table 3.2.1.3. The Types of Indonesian Sentences According to the Number of Clauses 
Made by the Child of Six Years Old 

Grammaticalness . Types of Types ofElementaiy Number of 
Sentences Transfonnatiotis Sentences(%) 

Simple Deletion. substitution, 15 (72%) 
adiunction. oennutation 

Grammatica] Compound Deletion, substitution, 3 (14%) 
adiunction. oermutation 

Complex Deletion, substitution, 3 (14%) 
adiunction. oennutation 

TotaJ 21 (100%) 
Unwaa, .... aticaJ Simole Deletion, oennutation 5 (100%) 

TotaJ 5 (100%) 

As we see from the tables 3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.2, and 3.2.1.3, it is noted that the 

child A makes 2 types of grammatical sentences, that are simple and compound 

sentences. The simple and complex sentences are also found in his ungrammatical 
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sentences. The child B also produces 2 types of grammatical sentences, that are 

simple and complex sentences, while the types of ungrammatical sentences he 

made are simple, compoun~ and complex ones. Like the children A and B, the 

child C also creates grammatical simple, compoun~ and complex sentences. 

Besides these grammatical sentences, he also produces ungrammatical simple 

sentences. 

Therefore, the number of types of sentences based on the number of 

clauses made by the children A, B, and C are different. In the grammatical 

sentences, the number of types of sentences made by the child C is greater than 

that of sentences made by the children A and B who makes the same number of 

types of sentences. The child C creates 3 types of sentences (simple, compoun~ 

complex), while the child A only creates 2 types of sentences (simple, compound), 

and the child B produces grammatical simple and complex sentences. In term of 

frequency of the use of all three types of sentences, all of them use simple 

sentences more frequently than compound and ( or) complex sentences. 

About the ungrammatical sentences, it is the child B who generates the 

greatest number of types of sentences (simple, compound, complex). On the other 

ban~ the smallest number of types of sentences (simple) is produced by the child 

C. It means that the child A makes more number of type of sentences than the 

child C, but less number of type of sentences than the child B (simple, complex). 

Again, ungrammatical simple sentences are produced more frequently than 

ungrammatical compound and ( or) complex sentences. 

All grammatical simple sentences that are produced by them involved all 

the four types of elementary transformations. The types of elementary 
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transfonnations involved in making grammatical compound and complex 

sentences are different. In compound sentences, all four types of elementary 

transfonnations (deletion, substitution, adjunction, permutation) are used by the 

child C, while 3 types of elementary transformations ( deletion, substitution, 

adjunction) are used by the child A. The child C makes complex sentences by all 

four types of elementary transformations, whereas the child B makes them by 2 

types of elementaiy transformations (deletion, adj unction). 

All ungrammatical simple sentences made by them involved deletion and 

pennutation. The ungrammatical complex sentences made by the child B are 

operated by 2 types of elementary transformations (deletion, adjunction), while 

the child A makes them by I type of elementary transfonnations ( deletion). 

Table 3.2.1.4. The Types of Indonesian Sentences According to the Function of 
Sentences Made by the Child of Four Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Elementary Number of 
Sentences Transformations Sentences(%) 
Positive Deletion, adjunction, 6 (32%) 

oermutation 
Nc2ativc Adi unction 4 (21%) 

Grammatical lnterrogati ve Substitution, adjunction. 4 (21%) 
ocrmutation 

lmoerative Deletion 4 (21%) 
Passive Deletion, substitution, 1 (5%) 

Interrogative adiunction, oermutation 
Total 19 l100%) 

Positive Deletion. oermutation 2 (40%) 
Ungrammatical Net?ative Deletion 2 {40%) 

Interrogative Permutation 1 {20%) 
Total 5 (100%) 

Table 3.2. 1.5. The Types oflndonesian Sentences the Function of Sentences Made by the 
Child of Five Years Old 

Gnunmaticalness Types of Types of Elementary Number of 
Sentences Transformations Sentences (%) 
Positive Adiective, deletion 2(7%) 

Grammatical Nee.ative Adiunction 4 (15%) 
lnterrogati ve Substitution, permutation 3 (12%} 
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Imperative Deletion, adjunction 10 (37%) 
Passive Deletion, substitution, 2 (7%) 

adiunction, oermutation 
Passive negative Deletion, substitution, 2(7%) 

adjunction, permutation 
Passive Deletion, substitution, 1 (4%) 

interrogative a<liunction, permutation 
Passive Deletion, substitution, 2(7%) 

imperative adiunction, pennutation 
Passive Deletion, substitution, 1 (4%) 

interrogative adjunction, permutation 
negative 

Total 27 (100%) 

Positive Deletion I (25%) 

Ungrammatical lnterrogati ve Deletion, adjunction 1 (25%) 

Passive Deletion, permutation 2 (50%) 

Total 4 (100%) 

Table 3.2.1.6. The Types of Indonesian Sentences According to the Function of 
Sentences Made by the Child of Six Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Elementary Numberof 
Sentences Transformations Sentences (%) 
Positive Pennutation 3 (14%) 
Negative Deletion, adj unction, 3 (14%) 

pennutation 
Interrogative Deletion, ad junction, 4 (19%,) 

pennutation 
Grammatical Imperative Deletion, adiunction 5 (24%) 

Passive Deletion, substitution, 4 (19%) 
adiunction, permutation 

Imperative Deletion, adjunction I (5%) 
neltative 
Passive Deletion, substitution, I (5%) 

interrogative adiunction, oermutation 
Total 21 (100%) 

Positive Deletion, pennutation 2 (40%) 

Neaative Deletion, adiunction I (20%) 
Ungrammatical lnterro~ative Deletion I (20%) 

Passive Deletion 1 (20%) 
Total 5 (100%) 

Observing the tables 3.2. 1.4, 3.2.1.5, and 3.2.1.6, the child B makes 5 

types of grammatical sentences. He not only produces the grammatical sentences, 

but also the ungrammatical sentences, that are positive, negative, and interrogative 
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sentences. Grammatically, the child B creates positive, negative, interrogative, 

imperative, passive, passive negative, passive interrogative, passive imperative, 

and passive interrogative negative sentences, but he also produces some 

ungrammatical sentences, that are positive, interrogative, and passive sentences. 

The grammatical positive, negative, interrogative, imperative, passive, imperative 

negative, and passive interrogative sentences are created by the C. In addition to 

those grammatical sentences, he also produces ungrammatical positive, negative, 

interrogative, and passive sentences. 

So, there are also some differences in the types of sentences based on the 

function of sentences made by the children A, B, and C. As shown in the above 

tables, the child A makes the smallest number of types of grammatical sentences. 

The greatest number of types of grammatical sentences is produced by the child 

B. The child C makes more number of types of grammatical sentences than the 

child A, but less number of types of sentences than the child B. Grammatical 

positive sentences are produced the most frequently by the child A Grammatical 

imperative sentences, on the other hand, are produced most frequently by both the 

children B and C. 

In the ungrammatical sentences, the child C creates greater number of 

types of sentences ( 4 sentences) than the children A and B who make three types 

of sentences. The most rarely ungrammatical sentences produced by the child A 

are interrogative ones. The child B makes ungrammatical passive sentences the 

most frequently and so do ungrammatical positive sentences made by the child C. 

The types of elementary transformations involving in the same types of 

sentences (positive, negative, interrogative, imperative, passive interrogative) vary 
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m each child. The positive grammatical sentences are made of deletion, 

adjunction, and pennutation by the child A; deletion and adjunction by the child 

B; permutation by the child C. In constructing grammatical negative sentences, 

the children A and B use adjunction only, while the child C constructs them by 

deletion, adjunction, and pennutation. The child A makes interrogative sentences 

by substitution, adjunction, and pennutation. Deletion and adjunction are used by 

the child B in creating grammatical interrogative sentences, whereas deletion, 

adjunction, and permutation used by the child C. Grammatical imperative 

sentences are made of deletion by the child A. The child B uses deletion and 

adjunction in making grammatical imperative sentences and so does the child C. 

Grammatical passive interrogative sentences are created by deletion, substitution, 

adjunction, and pennutation. 

As grammatical sentences, the type of elementary transfonnations 

involving in the same types of ungrammatical sentences (positive, interrogative) 

are also various in each child. Deletion and permutation are involved in 

ungrammatical positive sentences made by the children A and C. The child B 

makes them by deletion only. The ungrammatical interrogative sentences are 

made of pennutation by the child A; deletion and adjunction by the child B; 

deletion by the child C. 

Table 3.2.1.7. The Types of Indonesian Sentences According to the Types of Predicates 
Made by the Child of Four Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Elementary Number of 
Sentences Transfonnations Sentences (%) 

Verbal Deletion, substitution, 15 (79%) 
(NP VP) adiunction, oennutation 

Grammatical Adjectival Adjunction, permutation 2 (10,5%) 
(NPAP) 

Prepositional Substitution, permutation 2 (10,5%) 
(NP PP) 
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Total 19 (100%) 
Verbal Deletion, permutation 3 {75%) 

Ungrammatical (NP VP) 
Adjectival Deletion 1 (25%) 
(NPAP) 

Total 4 (100%) 

Table 3.2.1.8. The Types of Indonesian Sentences According to the Types of Predicates 
Made by the Child of Five Years Old 

Grammaticalness Type of Type of Elementary Number of 
Sentences Transformations Sentences (%) 

Verbal Deletion, substitution, 25 {92%) 
(NP VP) adiunction. oermutation 

Grammatical Adjectival Adjunction I {4%) 
(NPAP) 

Prepositional Substitution 1 {4%) 
(NPVP) 

Total 27 (100%) 
Ungrammatical Verbal Deletion, adjunction, 4 {100%) 

(NP VP) oermutation 
Total 4 (100%) 

Table 3.2.1.9. The Types of Indonesian Sentences According to the Types of Predicates 
Made by the Child of Six Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Elementary Number of 
Sentences Transformations Sentences{%) 

Verbal (NP VP) Deletion, substitution, 20 {95%) 
Grammatical adiunction. oermutation 

Nominal Permutation 1 {5%) 
(NPNP) 

Total 21 (100%) 
Ungrammatical Verbal (NP VP) Deletion 4 {80%) 

Adjectival Permutation 1 {20%) 
(NP AP) 

Total 5 (100%) 

The above tables (3.2.l.7, 3.2.1.8, and 3.2.1.9) show that the child A 

makes verbal, adjectival, and prepositional sentences grammatically. In addition, 

he also produces ungrammatical sentences, that are verbal and adjectival ones. 

The grammatical verbal, adjectival, and prepositional sentences are generated by 

the child B. He also makes ungrammatical verbal sentences. Besides grammatical 
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verbal and nominal sentences, the child C produces ungrammatical verbal and 

adjectival sentences. 

Some differences are also found in the above description. The number of 

types of grammatical sentences made by the child C is smaller (verbal, nominal) 

than that of sentences made by the children A and B (verbal, adjectival, 

prepositional). All of them use grammatical verbal sentences the most frequently. 

In the ungrammatical sentences, the child B makes the smallest number of 

type of sentences (verbal); the children A and C make the same number of type of 

sentences (verbal, adjectival). They use ungrammatical verbal sentences the most 

frequently. 

All grammatical verbal sentences made by them involve the four 

elementary transformations (deletion, substitution, adjunction, permutation). In 

ungrammatical verbal sentences, they use different elementary transformations. 

The child A uses deletion and permutation; the child B uses deletion, adjunction, 

and permutation; the child C uses deletion. 

m.2.2. The Different Combinations of Elementary Transformations in the 

Indonesian Sentences Made by the Children of Four, Five, and Six 

Years Old 

It has been stated in the previous part of this chapter that all three children 

are not only capable of using the elementary transformations in a sentence, but 

they are also capable of using the combinations of elementary transformations in 

making a sentence. The combinations made by those children are shown in the 

tables below. 
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Table 3.2.2.1. The Types of Combinations of Elementmy Transfonnations Used in 
Indonesian Sentences According to The Number of Clauses Made by the 
Child of Four Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Type of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transfonnations 

Deletion* 
Substitution* 
Acliunction• 

Simple Pennutation* 
Grammatical Substitution. permutation 

Permutation, acliunction 
Adjunction. permutation, adjunction, 
substitution, deletion 

Compound Deletion• 
Adiunction. deletion, pennutation 

Simple Deletion* 
Ungrammatical Permutation• 

Complex Deletion* 
• indicates that it is not a combination of elementary transformauons 

Table 3.2.2.2. The Types of Combinations of Elementary Transfonnations Used in 
Indonesian Sentences According to the Number of Clauses Made by the 
Child of Five Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transfonnations 

Deletion* 
Substitution• 
Adiunction* 
Adiunction. deletion 
Substitution, permutation 
Deletion, pennutation 

Grammatical Simple Permutation, adiunction. substitution. deletion 
Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 
substitution, deletion 
Permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
pennutation 
Adjunction, adjunction, pennutation, 
adiunction, substitution. deletion 

Complex Adiunction. deletion 
Simple Deletion* 

Ungrammatical Permutation• 
Compound Deletion* 
Comolex Deletion. adiunction .. 

• indicates that 1t 1s not a combination of elementary transformations 
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Table 3.2.2.3. The Types of Combinations of Elemental)' Transformations Used in 
lndonesian Sentences According to the Number of Clauses Made by the 
Child of Six Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Combinations of Elemental)' 
Sentences Transformations 

Deletion* 
Substitution* 
Adiunction* 
Permutation* 
Substitution, adiunction 

Simple Adiunction. deletion 

Grammatical 
Adjunction, permutation. adjunction, 
substitution, deletion 
Adjunction. permutation, adjunction, 
substitution. deletion 
Permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
permutation 
Adiunction, deletion 

Compound Permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
adjunction, deletion, permutation 

Adjunction, deletion 
Adjunction, adjunction, deletion, permutation 

Complex Pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
deletion, permutation 

Ungrammatical Simple Permutation 

Deletion 
.. 

• md1calcs Lhal 1l 1s nol a combmal1on of elemenlary lranSfonnations 

The above tables show that the number of combinations of elementary 

transformations is different. The smallest number of combinations in grammatical 

simple sentences is used by the child A (3 combinations); however, the greatest 

number of combinations in grammatical simple sentences is used by the child B (7 

combinations). The child C makes 5 combinations in making grammatical simple 

sentences. Grammatical compound sentences are made of 2 combinations by the 

child C and only I combination made by the child A, whereas the child B makes 

no grammatical compound sentences. Grammatical complex sentences are made 
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of only I combination by the child B. The child C makes 3 combinations in 

grammatical complex sentences. 

Due to the complexity of combinations of elementary transformations, the 

child B produces more complex (6 elementary transformations) in grammatical 

simple sentences than the children A and C ( 5 elementary transformations). The 

combination of elementary transformations involved in grammatical compound 

sentences made by the child C is more complex ( 11 elementary transformations) 

than that of combination created by the child A (3 elementary transformations). 

The combination of elementary transformations in grammatical complex 

sentences made by the child C is also more complex ( 10 elementary 

transformations) than that of combination produced by child B (2 elementary 

transformations). In ungrammatical simple sentences, only the child C uses a 

combination of elementary transformations. They make no combination in 

ungrammatical compound sentences. It is only the child B who uses a 

combination in ungrammatical complex sentences. 

Table 3.2.2.4. The Types of Combinations of Elementary Transformations Used in 
Indonesian Sentences According to the of Function of Sentences Made 
by the Child of Four Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transformations 

Deletion• 
Positive Permutation• 

Deletion, adiunction, oermutation 
Neaative Adiw1ction• 

Grammatical lnterrogati ve Substitution• 
Adiunction• 
Substitution, permutation 

Imperative Deletion* 
Passive Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 

interroe.ative substitution. deletion 
Positive Deletion* 

Ungrammatical Negative Deletion* 
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I Interrogative ! Pennutation• 
• indicates that it is not a combination or elementary transrormations 

Table 3.2.2.S. The Types of Combinations of Elementary Transfonnations Used in 
Indonesian Sentences According to the of Function of Sentences Made by 
the Child of Five Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transfonnations 
Positive Deletion• 

Ad junction• 
Negative Adjunction• 

Interrogative Substitution• 
Substitution, permutation 
Deletion• 

Imperative Adjunction, deletion 
Deletion, permutation 

Grammatica] Passive Permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion 
Passive Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 

interrogative substitution, deletion, pennutation 
Passive Pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 

imoerative oermutation 
Adjunction, pennutation, adjunction, 
substitution, deletion 

Passive Adjunction, adjuncrion, permutation, 
interrogative adjunction. substitution. deletion 

nc2ativc 
Positive Deletion• 

Ungrammatica1 Interrogative Deletion, adjunction 
Passive Deletion• 

Pennutation• .. 
• 1ncbcates that 1t 1s not a combma11on or elementary transformallon 

Table 3.2.2.6. The Types of Combinations of Elementary Transformations Used in Indonesian 
Sentences According to the Function of Sentences made by the Child Six Years Old 

Grammatica1ness Types of Types of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transfonnations 
Positive Permutation• 

Grammatica] Negative Adi unction• 
Adiunction. deletion• 
Adiunction. adiunction, deletion, pennutation 

Interrogative Substitution• 
Adjunction• 
Adiunction. deletion 
Substitution, a<l_iuncrion 

Imperative Deletion• 

Grammatica] 
Adjunction. deletion 
Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 

Passive substitution, deletion 
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Permutation. adjunction, substitution. deletion. 
permutation 
Pennutation. adjunction, substitution. deletion. 
permutation, adjunction. substitution, deletion. 
deletion, permutation 
Permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion. 
permutation. adjunction. substitution, deletion. 
adjunction. deletion. permutation 

Imperative Adjunction. deletion 
negative 
Passive Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 

interrogative substitution, deletion 
Positive Permutation, deletion 

Ungrammatical Interrogative Deletion* 
Passive Deletion* .. 

•indicates that 1t 1s not a combmntion of elementary transformnt1ons 

In the case of number of combinations used in elementary transfonnations, 

the children A, B, and C make differences in the same types of grammatical 

sentences (positive, negative, interrogative, imperative, passive interrogative). The 

child A makes 1 combination in grammatical positive sentences, while the 

children B and C make no combination. Only the child C who makes combination 

( 1 combination) in grammatical negative sentences. In grammaticaJ interrogative 

sentences, the child C involves more number of combinations (2 combinations) 

than the children A and B (I combination). There is no combination m 

grammatical imperative sentences made by the child A. The number of 

combinations created by the child A is greater than that of grammatical imperative 

sentences made by the child C. They use the same number of combinations ( I 

combination) in grammatical passive sentences. Of two same ungrammatical 

sentences (positive, interrogative), the children A and C make no combination in 

ungrammatical positive sentences. The child B uses 1 combination in 

ungrammatical interrogative sentences~ the child A involves no combination. 

Based on the complexity of combinations of elementary transfonnations 

among those 5 types of sentences, the child A is the only child who uses a 
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combination (3 elementary transformations) in grammatical positive sentences 

since the children B and C make no combination. Both children A and B create no 

combination in grammatical negative sentences; the child C involves 4 elementary 

transformations. The complexity of combination of their grammatical 

interrogative sentences is the same (2 elementary transformations). Two 

elementary transformations are involved in the combinations that made by the 

children B and C in their grammatical imperative sentences; there is no 

combination in grammatical imperative sentence created by the child A The 

combinations of grammatical passive interrogative sentences used by the child B 

are more complex (6 elementary transformations) than that of ones made by the 

children A and C (5 elementary transformations). 

Table 3.2.2.7. The Type of Combinations of Elementary Transfonnations Used in 
Indonesian Sentences According to the Type of Predicates Made by the 
Child of Four Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transformations 

Deletion• 
Substitution• 

Grammatical Verbal Adiunction• 
(NP VP) Permutation• 

Adiunction. deletion. oennutation 
Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 
substitution, deletion 

Adjectival Ad,junction* 
(NP AP) Permutation. adiunction 

Prepositional Substitution, permutation 
(NP PP) 
Verbal Deletion* 

Ungrammatical (VP NP) Permutation• 
Adjectival Deletion* 
(NP AP) .. 

• 1nd1catcs that 1t 1s not a combination of elementary transformation 
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Table 3.2.2.8. The Types of Combinations of Elementary Transformations Used in 
Indonesian Sentences According the Type of Predicates Made by the 
Chi1d of Five Years 01d 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transfonnations 

Deletion* 
Adiunction • 
Substitution* 
Adiunction, deletion 
Deletion, permutation 
Substitution, pennutation 

Verbal Pennutation, adiunction, substitution, deletion 
(NP VP) Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 

Grammatical 
substitution, deletion 
Permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
oormutation 
Adjunction, adjunction, permutation, 
adiunction, substitution, deletion 
Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 
substitution, deletion, permutation 

Adjectival Adjunction • 
(NPAP) 

Prepositional Substitution• 
(NP PP) 
Verbal Deletion* 

Ungrammatical (NPVP) Permutation* 
Deletion, adiunction .. 

• indicates that 1t is not a combination of elementary transformations 

Tab1e 3.2.2.9. The Types of Combinations of Elementary Transformations Used in 
Indonesian Sentences According to the Types of Predicates Made by the 
Child of Six Years Old 

Grammaticalness Types of Types of Combinations of Elementary 
Sentences Transformations 

Verbal Deletion* 
Grammatical (NPVP) Substitution• 

Adiunction• 
Pennutation• 
Adiunction. deletion 
Substitution, adiunction 
Adiunction, aditmction, deletion, pennutation 
Adjunction, permutation, adjunction, 
substitution, deletion 
Permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
permutation 
Pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
permutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
deletion, permutation 
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-· 
Pcnnutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion. 
pennutation, adjunction, substitution, deletion, 
adiunction. deletion. pcnnutation 

Nominal Pcnnutation* 
(NP NP) ---···---- - .. -~-

Verbal Deletion* 
Ungrammatical 

-· 
(NP VP) 

Adjectival Pcnnutation * 
-. (N~ -

• indicolcs lhnl ii is nol n combumlion or clcmcnlnry 1rnnsrornm1ions 

From the ahovc tahles, it is noted that they make diff~rent number of 

combinations of elementary transformations. In grammatical verbal sentences, the 

child A uses the smallest number of combination (2 combinatiops), whereas the 

child B makes the greatest number of combinations (8 combinations)~ the child C 

makes 7 combinations. The grammatical adjectival and prepositional sentences 

arc produced by the child A with only I combination, while the child B creates no 

combination. The child C makes neither grammatical aqjectival nor prepositional 

sentences. Only the child 13 creates a combination in unbrrammatical sentences. On 

the other hand, the children A and C make no combination. 

The complexity of combinations of elementary transformations in making 

those types of sentences is also difforent. In grammatical verbal sentences. the 

child C generates the most complex combinations (11 elementary 

transfonnations). On the other hand, the child A makes the least complex 

combinations (5 elementary transformations). The combinations in grammatical 

verbal sentences made by the child B involves 6 elementary transformations. 
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